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fFOREWORD
This developm?nt and evaluation study was',conducted as part of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory Contract No, 951149 (Subcontract under NASA Contract NAS 7-100).
Mr. Tom Donlin of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory was the Project Monitor, The
work was conducted during the period 1 June 1965 through 28 March 1969. This
report consists of this volume and a classified attachment.
This report was prepared by the Inertial Components Group of the Aerospace
Division, Honeywell Inc., 2600 Ridgway Road, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413. -
The document number assigned to this report by the Honeys°ell Aerospace
Division is 20302-FR.
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Sr:CTION I
lidTRODUCTIOIV
. A study program was initiated in June, 1963.
	 to determine the feasibility of
iripleme.nting a strapdown electrically suspended gyro .n an attitude reference
system for a spacecraft.
	 Under the sponsorship of JPL Contract No. 950607, .
i:ie concept of the SDMEG was developed.
	 It featured a suspension system
cap able of low-power operation in a low-g environment and an approach toward
automatically starting the gyro in space.. New technological advances were
employed to successfully miniaturize some of the critical subsystems of the
gyro.
In June, 1965 an evaluation program of the SDMEG began under. sponsorship
of JPL'Contract 95114, 9.	 Major tasks of the contract. included:
•	 Building a complete gyro assembly for the evaluation program
•	 Developing and building the equipment needed. to conduct the
SDMEG evaluation tests
•	 Coding and checking out a software system of drift test data
reduction programs for the SDMEG
•	 Conducting tests to' demonstrate-the performance potential of
the SDMEG
Concurrent with this program, JPL'Contract No. 951148 sponsored a program
to build and test a second model of the SDMEG..
The evaluation program was designed to test the capabilityy of.thc_gy re to be
started and operated as an inertial component of a'spacecraft 	 `titude reference
syystem .after the craft has been separated from the launch veh.._ le. 	 The.
' starting tests included the simulation of vehicle angular motion.	 Other en-
' vironrnental tests included operating temperature range tests and acceleration
capability: tests.
	
They showed the SDMEG t(i be capable of starting under- auto-
matic control,of operating in. moderate temperature ranges, and of main . -
taining-suspension' in expected space acceleration environments, even in a loin-
power mode of suspension operation.
Other major accomplishments include:
•	 Development; of techniques for calibrating cr zical readout
_. parameters
1.
h
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•	
	
Development of a theoretical torque model which predicts the
drift behavior of the SDMEG
•
	
	
Development of a technique for calibrating the coefficients of
the torque model from test data
These developments were helpful in evaluating the nature of the torque model
and verifying from test data the drift behavior of the gyro as predicted by- the
ESG torque theory.
The results of these tests indicate a need for further improvements in readout
accuracy and further refinement of readout parameter calibration teenniques.
Such. improvements, when.followed by additional studies of the drift character- .
'
	
	 istics of the gyro, can lead to further improvement in predicting the drift
behavior of the gyro. The existing SDMEG hardware and test data can ,use-
fully serve as vehicles for further study in these fields.
_ New, developments in E SG technology offer the promise of further reductions
of size, weight, and power , consumption which now. characterize the SDMEG.
Such developments can be implemented in :flight test versions of the SDMEG.
,F
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SECTION II
GYRO A;; BLY AND DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION
During the feasibility study program conducted under JPL Contract 950607,
new concepts were developed and tested at the piece part and subassembly
level. Such items as a rotor, housing parts, optical pickoffs, and electronic
circuits were built and thoroughly tested during that program.
For this development and evaluation program, additional components to pro-
duce a fully operating gyro. were added. Some modifications were made to
the existing gyro hardware where the results of the feasibility study program
indicated that modifications would be beneficial to gyro performance. The
added components and the modifications are briefly . described in this section.
Improvements were made to the gyro su pension by converting it to the type
using separate sensing frequencies. the suspension in its present form is
described in this section. Current schematics are included.
FABRICATION AND MODIFICATION.OF SDMEG COMPONENTS
Liuring the feasibility study program. conducted in 1963 and 1964, a number of
'SDMEG piece parts were built so that the new concepts could be tested with
hardware. These piece parts, however, did not comprise a complete gyro
sem5ly. Under the present. contract, the additional components needed to
complete the assembly were built. At the same time, design modifications
were made according to the findings of the feasibility study program.
Pic koff s
Two pickoffs were built.and tested in the feasibility study program. A third
I	 pickoff was assembled to provide a complete set for the gyro.
Early in the program, tests were conducted to determine a means of reducing
the noise output of the optical pickoffs caused. by pickup from the support
electrodes. The test.,  showed that a metal shield around the pickoff sense-
reduced the total noise from 1 volt to 50 millivolts peak-to-peak, and the
pickoff design was modified to incorporate this shield. In. its present form,
the shield also serves as a field stop by'making the opening in front of the
•
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fsensor the correct size. The field stop formerly located in front of the light
source was enlarged to serve as a scatter stop.
A significant improvement in signal level was accomplished in 1966 by replacing
the .PEA sensors . with Fairchild FPM200 units. Later in the program, some
difficulties were encountered in locating the optical axis of some pickoffs in
line with the object lens (which also served as the window of the housing). To
correct the problem, the pickoffs were modified in 1967 so that the optical
axis could be adjusted concentric with she , center of the cylindrical housing of
the pickof. 
Spin and Damping Coils
New spin and damping coils were built with 25 percent more turns than
those which were built during the feasibility study program. These changes
were designed to provide greater damping power and to increase the spin rate
to 20 rps per minute.
Ion Pump
To sever the gyro from the large vacuum system used in the feasibility study,
an ion pump was built. The ion pump is similar to units used in other EEG
designs.
Alignment Mirrors
I	 Two alignment mirrors were added to the gyro for alignment reference pur-
poses. These mirrors, clamped to the electrode assembly, are located
directly opposite two of the three optical pickoffs. The mirror normals,
h	 nominally at right angles to each other, define.a case-fixed reference coordi-
nate system from which pickoff alignment parameters are defined.
Gyro Frame
The aluminum gyro frame was modified to accommodate the larger spin coils.
Other modifications included provisions for mounting_ the ion pump and for
clamping the alignment mirrors to the gyro housing,
Rotors
A second rotor was fabricated as a backup to the rotor built under the feasi-
bility stud) program. Both rotors-were -identical and were built to the follow-
ing design parametez'st
WPM RM
t
•	 Outside Diameter	 1. 9970 inches
• Polar Wall Thickness
	 0. 030 inch
•	 E q uatorial Wall Thickness	 0. 095 inch
• Mass	 20 gm
• Moment of Inertia	 96 gm cm 
At one point in the development and evaluation program, a buildup of surface
blemishes necessitated rotor rework. A drift performance test in 1966
showed that electric torques were larger than predicted during the feasibility
study, To red»ce their effect, the rotors were prolated slightly during the
last : ewor's so that they would distort to a spherical shape near an operating
speed of 200 rps.
The pattern originally applied to the rotors is of the cosine type illustrated
in Figure 1. The figure consists of a cosine pattern line, a meridional
reference line, and a wider meridional logic line to identify the other lines in
the readout logic.
After the last rework, the pattern was changed to the double cosine type shown
in Figure 2. A pattern optimization study conducted under Air Force sponsor-
ship had shown this pattern to be insensitive to errors which are a functior. of
pattern line slope. Since the pattern'was already designed and an application
master was available after the rework, no inconvenience, delay, or ex"tr
expense was encountered in adopting -this pattern for the JPL program.
Terminal Boards and Connectors
Terminal boards and connectors were added to the gyro assembly to facilitate
connection to the control console a.:id suspensio;1 electronics subassembly.
Two miniature connectors are used -- one carrying output signals and the
other input power.
The high-voltage leads consist of individually shielded cables running from
the electronics • ubasse mbly to the electrode pins :brazed into the ceramic
envelope. These cables.are flexed and twisted in the performance of readout
system calibration cents. One .gyro failure was attributed to a fatigued high-
voltage lead which was probably produced by the fl^x:ing.
To avoid a recurrence of :his type of failure, the envelope end of the high-
voltage leads was redesigne;l. Until then, the cable had no means of strain
relief to support the conductor where it is soldered onto the terminal insert.
The new design provided for strain relief at the terminal. insert connection
point.
SPIN AXIS
f
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Magnetic Shield Covers
To compi,.te the mechanical subassembly, covers which. served as a magnetic
shield for the gyro were designed and built. Access ports were located in
optimum locati.ons.for feeding through the High-voltage leads and the connec-
tors and for vie ring the reference mirrors mounted on the gyro housing.
GYRO SUBASSEMBLY
Figure 3 is a view of the gyro subassembly with the pickoffs removed, The X-axis
pickoff window is visible between two of the four spin coils. At the top is the
ion pump used to maintain the vacuum .
 inside the envelope. In Figure'4 the
opposite end of the subassembly is shown. Located between the two terminal
connectors is the damping coil mounting plate which also serves as a coil heat
sing. The damping coil is recessed into the frame and envelope to achieve
maximum proxi .iity with the rotor.
Shown in Figure 5 is the gyro subassembly mounted in the'test fixture. The
X-axis pickof is . shown mounted in place. The high-voltage leads to the elec-
trode pins are also connected. Figure 6 shows another view of the mounted
gyro subassembly, The X-axis mirror is.shown-mounted in place between two
spin coils.
Figure 7 shows the SDM.EG
 with the magnetic shield covers in place. The gyro
is shown here mounted for acceleration tests on the centrifuge.
f	 Under JPL Contract 951148, a second complete gyro subassembly was built
for acceptance testing and delivery to JPL. A spare rotor was.also fabricated
as a backup to this gyro,' A spare . set of envelope parts was also built as a
backup to ths. two gyros produced under the contracts.
`	 ELECTRONICS SUBASSEMBLY
The electronics subassembly consists of the .suspenson and the height -insensitive trigger (HIT) for each of the •pickoff signals. The suspension andthe HIT,are housed in a slope-faced cabinet with a volume of approximately1700 cubic inches.
The construction of the electronics is of the plug-in card type toallow maxi-
mum flexibility xor checkout and any necessary adjustments and circuit modi
fications. Figure 8 shows the subassembly cabinet with- five.of the suspension
cards displayed in front: The blank card is one of several copper. cards which
are inserted between circuit cards for shielding.
At the end of the feasibility study program; the suspension occupied nine cards.
Mounted physically to the cabinet chassis were the output transformers, power
7.
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Figure 6. Bottom View, Gx , ro Subassembly in Test Fixture
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transistors, and pow.er decoupiing circuits; these components are shown in
Figure 9. During this program a tenth card, on which the capacitance bridge
circuits are mounted, was added to the suspension. Completing the sub-
assembly are two cards containing the HIT circuits andtheir power decoupling
circuits; they occupy the right -hand side of the cabinet. At the .extreme right
is room for an extender card used in checking circuits on the plug -in cards.
	 {
A second set of suspension electronics, also of the plug-in card type, was
built under Contract 951148. This set was mated with the second gyro sub-
assembly for acceptance testing and delivery to JPL. Because the construc-
tion of the two sets of suspension electronics is similar, many of the cards
in the, two suspension sets are interchangeable.
The power consumption of the suspension was designed to be a minimum in each
of the two operating modes -- a high-g mode and a low-g mode. The design is
such that rotor-electrode capacitance changes increase the power and decrease
relative stability.. For this reason, the suspension undergoes a tuning process
as i* is mated to a gyro subassembly to optimize stability and power.
Since rotor-electrode capacitance changes with temperature, the suspension
design imposes limits on the gyro operating temperature range. .Temperature
tests conducted before the suspension was modified indicated that the gyro
could be operated safely over temperature ranges from 60' to 120°F if the gyro
was tuned for operation at .89°F. The operating range could be extended farther
if limits were placed on the difference in temperature between the envelope
- and the rotor; however, if a situation occurred that required an emergency shut
down, there would be no assurance that safe operation limits would not be ex-
cee<jed in the extended ranges.
Some failures which occurred during preliminary tests and suspension con-
fidence checks led to a major suspension modification in 1966,. one . utilizing
separate sensing frequencies for each channel. The separate sensing fre-
quency design has several advantages over the single-frequency design:
•	 Less sus.eeptible*to rotor charge
• Relatively insensitive to the environmental temperature
vibrations
	
F
• Increased bandwidth and vibration capability in the low-g mode
• External adjustment of rotor position relative to gyro case
The former design accomplished three-channel forcing and sensing functions
using only a single-frequency, three phase 20 kHz signal. The present form
uses three phase 20 kHz for forcing signals and 1250 kHz, 1510 kHz, and 1740kHz for three-axis sensing. Both suspension sets were modified to the
separate sensing frequency design.
14
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The addition of the capacitance bridge and the modification to the suspension,
caused an .increase in the suspension power consumption. Power measure-
ments made on the suspension built under Contract 951148 are given in Table I.
The .line voltage quoted in the table is that from which the cha sis-mounted
power transistors draw their power; the error channel, signa source, and
capacitance bridge circuits are not switched from the t22-vole supply..
Table I. SDMEG Suspension Currents
Mode of Operation
Current (milliamp)	 Drawn From Suspension
-
22 volts -22 volts +12 volts -12 volts Power (watts)
High g, 22-volt 720' 885 35.3
Low g, 22-volt 530 695 27.0
Low g, 12-volt 135 270 310 315 16.4
ELECTRONICS SUBASSEMBLY DESCRIPTION AND DRAWINGS
Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the suspension electronics as modified
during this program. A complete list of all c rcuit diagrams .for the elec-
tronics subassembly is given in Table II. Included in the table is a figure
reference of the diagrams which are included in this section.
W fir ing Diagram
An overall wiring diagram of the electronics subassembly chassis is shown in
Figure 11. The exit terminals of all circuit cards and terminal boards have
been identified on the hardware to facilitate suspension checkout. and any
troubleshooting which might arise.
In Figure 11, each block represents either an entire circuit card or terminal
board, or a portion of a circuit card or terminal board; as identified within
the block. The circled letters or numbers at the borders of the blocks repre-
sent exit pins or terminals on.the cards or terminal boards, respectively.
The test points shown on the block borders are test points on the cards. Test
points 1, 2, and 3 of the HIT circuits are located on the chassis front panel.
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Signal Source
Figure 12 shows the signal source schematic diagram. During this prograrn,.
capacitive interstage coupling was added between transistors Q4 and Q5, con-
sisting of capacitor C13 and bias inductor L1. This reduced the transient
occurring when the .preload is switched between the high-g, and low-g levels.
Error Channel
The complete -error channel schematic is shown in Figure .13. Each error
channel is physically separated into three portions, an enclosed terminal
board located'on the under side of the chassis and two plug-in circuit cards..
The sensing bridge (C .12992-1) .consists of the. bi
 idge capacitors (C1, C2,
C7, and CL.), the bridge drive transformer (T1), the 20 kHz shunting filter(L1; L2, and CO, and inverting. amplifier (Ql.with associated components).
Inductor Ll "
 with transformer TI resonates with the bridge capacitors at the
sensing frequency to provide maximuan drive signal for a given sensing oscil-
lator power consumption.
Demodulator-Modulator Card
The error 'channel input card (C 12992-42 of Figure 13). contains the sensing
oscillator, sensing demodulator, low-pass filter,, compensating amplifier,
and-the 20^kflz modulator. Transistor Q3 with associated components forms
I	 a modified Colpitts oscillator wi' •h outputs for demodulator drive. The 30-voltf
	
	 os,cillatoroutput signal is fed into the bridge transformer. The oscillator
frequency is set by inductor L2 in series resonance with capacitor.3 C16, C19;h	 and C20.:
 .
Diode quads CR3 and CR4, : acting" as DPST sw •itcles, .alternately switch the
normal and inverted bridge outputs to ground, thus functioning as a full+tnrave
demodulator. Resistors R1, R2,. R12, and R13'are part of the de-r.•"odulai.or,
with resistors R5 and : - R '2:0 providing a bias path for the compensating amplifier.
The low.-pass, filter is: a third-order Chebychev 1-d'o ripple filter cutting off
at.11,500 FT Z. Inductor L1, : capacitors C3 and .C7, resistor R6, and the
demodulator resistors form the filter.
Micro-amplifier`.ARl acts as: a com. pensatina amplifier, providing phase lead
necessary for servo: loop stability and -phase - lag.compensationto provide
'decreased rotor sag at, low frequencies. The voltage transfer function fox
amplifier is of the form	 -
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where
fl < f2  f3 < f4
fl , f2 , f3 ; f4 are amplifier break frequencies
S is Laplace, operator (S = j2rrf, j 	 vr-1 )
K is a gain constant
G(s) is the amplifier voltage transfer function
The amplifier break frequencies for both the high-g mode (Sl and S2 open)
and the low-g mode (S1 and S2 closed,) are given in Table III.
Table HL. Compensating Amplifier Break Frequencies(Component Values as Shown on C12992-2 . of Figure 13)
Break Frequency High-g Mode (Hz) Low-g Mode (FIz).
f1
1
2TTR8C2 = 0.45
1	 _
2rrR8 (C l + C2^	 0. 30
f2
(approximate) 2 TT (R	 +R )C	 183	 4	 2
122n-(R
 .: + R 1)(C 1 +C3	
) =
4 	 2
f3(approximate) R1 R,	 = 1303	 4. -fR
1R
.--	 R	 —=89
3	 42 r	 +	 C1 7 .	 R3 + R4 ,	 8 2 r R	 +	 (C +C ):7	 R3 +R .	 5	 8
f4
Y
2rrR7C8 = 1300
1.
2rrR7 (C 5 + C$) ° 890,
t
eS
The solid-state chopper operating as a SPDT switch into transformer T1,
operating at 2) kliz, soi -es as a 20-kHz, full-wave modulator.
Test points on this card are low-pass filter output (TP1), modulator input
(TP2), and a local ground (TP3) for grounding scope probes during checkout.
li filter Ampiifer Card
The error channel output card (012992-3 of Figure 13) contains an amplifier,
a band-pass filter, and a voltage limiter.
Potentiometer R4 is suspension gain adjustment feeding amplifier stage Q3.
Transistor Q4 acts as a switch which grounds the voltage limiting diodes.
(CRI and CR2).
Capacitive biasing on Q4 "closes" the switch for the first 200 milliseconds
after application of power and results in a steady-state "open switch". The
function of the limiter is to limit the maximum error .channel output and
consequently limit the electrode-to-rotor voltage gradients during rotor lifting.
The limiter then ceases to limit after initial lift, allowing increased suspen-
sion servo vibration capability.
Inductors Ll. L2, ?..,3, and L4 with their respective capacitors and with .
resistors R2, R3, and R9 form the 20-kHz band-pass filter. Tha band-pass
filer, attenuating the harmonics of the 20-kHz modulator, is required to
prevent suspension instability and to reduce the power consumption Ji the
current amplifiers. The current amplifier output stages are reson nt to 20
kHz and hot to. harmonics of 20 klIz.
Transistors Q2 and Ql form an amplifier driving transformer Tl. Since the
center tap of T1 is driven by the preload output of the signal source, then the
two-error channel outputs at points P and T are the "preload plus the rebalance'''
and the "preload minus the rebalance", each of which feeds one current
amplifier of one channel.
4	 _
Current Amplifier
I
	
	 Each current amplifier consists of a preamplifier aid a class AB Darlington
connected output stage operating into a high-voltage outpui transformer.. A
high degree of current feedback around the amplifier is utilized to make the
output current into the load relatively independent of Load capacitance. The.
inductance of the transformer resonates with therotor-to-electrode capacitance
and the cable capacitance at the carrier frequency, resulting in minimum
power ,consumption.
28
RA drawing of the X and Y channel preamplifier card.is
 shown in Figure 14.
Figure 15 is a drawing of the Z channel preamplifier card. The chassis-
mounted output transistors and the output transformer are shown in Figure 16.
Figure 17 presents the bias circuitry, and Figure 18 shows thedriver tran-
sistors and power decoupling. Figure 19 shows the harmonic suppression
filter, while Figure 20 presents the isolation capacitors for the feedback
test points.
Capacitance Bridge
The capacitance bridge circuit consists of two carrier frequency bridges,
each of which is connected to a tap winding on the output transformer. The
sum of reference (feedback) capacitor voltage and tap voltage produces a
nulled output at a particular value of load (rotor-electrode plus cable)
capacitance. Voltage output about this null point is producers by rotor-electrode
capacitance variations which include relative size change between the rotor
and housing as well as rotor displacement:
The schematic diagram of the six capacitance bridges is shown in Figure 21,
Each capacitance bridge consists of a 20-kHz bridge, an isolation amplifier,
and a low-pass filter. The bridge outputs are a 20-kHz sinusoid with ampli-
tudes proportional to change in rotor-to-electrode capacitances . from nominal.
Height-Insensitive Trigger (HIT)
.The HIT, as explained in Section VI, is to produce a gating pulse at a fixed
proportion of the pickoff pulse height instead of at a fixed voltage. A 'schematic
diagram of the two HIT circuit cards is src, vn in Figure 22. Three HIT.
circuits, one for each. pickoff, and the associated decoupling components are
mounted on these cards.
Card 013198-1 is the X and Y HIT circuits located on one HIT card. C13193=2
is the Z HIT circuit and the power decoupling for the.X, Y, and Z HIT circuits
located on the second card.
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SECTION III
SDMEG . SUPPORTING EO,UIPMENT
To implement fully the evaluation of the gyro performance in this program,
several supporting items were needed. These items are described in this
section. Block diagrams of electric and electronic equipment are included.
The major supporting equipment items needed is this program were
•	 Control panel's for gyro'funct.ions and associated power supplies .
0 Automatic-start function sequencer.
• Data processing unit and associated power supplies
9.	 Rotatable table about' vertical axis
• Leitz dividing head and-mounting stand
•. , Fixture for mounting gyro onto dividing head
Two control consoles were built, .eacii of which housed the _suspensioii .power
supply and the control function.: panels. Each console was ,adapted to -receive.
the auto-start sequencer unit,' but can be operated independently'of it. The
data processing unit was patterned after one built in 1963 for the Air Force
and is housed in two racks:. A rotatable table used. in earlier ESG programs
was available; for use at Honeywell Aerospace facilities iii Minneapolis, and
a dividing head W-as available on a consignment basis at the same facility.'
A mounting strand and. gyro mounting fixture; were designed Bind built for use
with the table and dividing head.'.
CONTROL CnNSOLES
	
^.
Twoi control consoles. were built under this .development contract. Each con
sole contains all of the power supplies and control functions needed to operate
the SDIWEG. The console;' consists of .a network of.panels, all of which are
ariounted in a 61-inch rack cabinet. A block':diagram of the console is shown
in Figure 23,
Four panels in each console contairs wired units available from vendors:
Vacuum Panel :- .The vacuum `panel contains the ion getter pump
and flash supplies. Included is an ion gauge for treasuring the
gyro housing vacuum.
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o Damp-bemag and Pickoff Lamp Panel The power supply for
the pickoff lamps is mounted in this panel. A d-c supply for
damping and rheostats for controlling demagnetization . are
included.
•	 Spin:Panels (2) --'The spin supply is a two-phase- power supply
consisting. of two amplifiers and an adjustable oscillator
Minor wiring was done by Honeywell on these panels to facilitate inter-panel
cabling and connection:,.
Three panels in each console were assembled and completely wired at Honey-
sw ell:
i
1
' O. Suspension Power Panel The suspension power panel contains'
	 -	 -
the power supplies needed for operating the .gyro electronics sub-
assembly.
• Rotor Control Panel -- The operating mode selector switches
are mounted on this panel.
• Junction Panel -- This panel provides easy access to all wires
leading to the gyro and suspension. Included are tes 	 points for
measuring capacitance bridge signals and error channel feed
back voltages..
Figure 24 shows .a front view of, the console, complete with the auto-start panel
at the top and a blower unit at the .bottom, ' Each . console can be operated with
or without the auto-start sequ encer panel in the console:.A.n interlor•'view of
the console is shown in Figure 25; when: connected as shown, - the auto start is
.a.
 functional part of the console. The auto . start cann, be. electrically rem6ved
by interchanging the large cable connections on the left-hand -sides of the junc-
tion panel and the auto-start sequencer panel. ' The latter can then be discon
nected and physically removed 'turn the console. .
Figure 26 shows, the suspension power panel in greater detail.:. The -power',
supplies and emergency batteries c`an be locked on with the key-operated '
	 r'
switch to protect the .gyyrc from an .inadvertent.. shutdownby personnel not
familiar with the equipment.. , The other switches
	 nConnect the.pael-mounted
meters into or across the four supply lines, Green indicator' lights. (lower
row) are on when the regular power supplies are energized and available for
.use. reed indicator lights (u^^per' row) show when 'the emergency batteriedL .are
being used. The arc alarm :.ght is tripped when an excessively high pressure,.is si?nsed.in the gyro, .
The rotor control panel. is shown in Figure 21. „Meters aremounted for rnorii-_'
toring spin and damping currents, The gyro mode of operation is selected!
with the switch on:the left, A, spring-loaded cover protects the switch from
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Ybeing inadvertently disturbed. When in the "suspend only" position, the shin
power lines are not connected to the coils. If excessive pressure is sensed,
suspension power is automatically shut off to avoid arcing. When in this mode,
the gyro can be left suspended without an operator in attendance. With the
switch in the "spin -auto run" position, the spin power lines are connected
and the arc alarm trip is locked out.
The center switch directs damping current to the various coils for slowing
down the rotor. Either normal damping supply or emergency damping supply(from a battery cart plugged into the panel jacks) is directed by this switch.
The function-select switch defines the type of control operation to be performed
on the gyro. To avoid dangerous transients, the execution of what operation
is selected is governed by use of the rheostats mounted on the power supply
units themselves.
AUTOMATIC-STARW CIRCUIT
The automatic-start circuit consists of series relay controllers whose action
is governed by a set of timers. The ass^nbly is designed to interface with
either of the two control consoles built, during this program with plug-in con-
nectors and cables.
Referring to the block diagram of Figure 28, the starting sequence may be
described as follows:
1) Suspension switch from .off to auto start (on rotor control--panel) sets
the suspension relay controller, the suspension reset controller, and
the spin-damp controller,
2) Suspension switch from auto start to auto run (on rotor control panel)
turns on pump power and enables a line to the suspension relay
controller.
3) When pressure indication is OK, the suspension relay con-
troller operates suspension relay and turns on suspension
power line.
4) Lift is or is not a success. If successful, a one-minute
delay is energized.
Y
5) If lift is not a success, current and pressure will be high.
:i	 These quantities are sensed, and, if not ,bads to normal in
one second, the suspension reset controller turns off the
suspension power, waits for the pressure to return to normal,
and then re -energizes the suspension relay.
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Figure 28.	 Automatic Start Block Diagram
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6) After the one-minute delay time the suspension controller is
locked out and a start signal is sent to the spin-damp relay.
7) The spin-damp relay applies spin and damping power simul-
taneously to the gyro coils. The spin-damps timers are
energized.
8) After the spin cycle is complete, the timer opens these lines.
9) After the damp cycle is complete, the timer opens this line
and energizes the demagnetize relay which sends a decaying
sinusoidal pulse to the gyro coils.
10) When the demagnetize relay drops out (approximately 0. 5
second), it locks out the spin-damp relay controller and the
starting cycle is complete.
Figure 29 shows the auto-start sequencer assembly. Two switches are
mounted to control its operation. To energize the unit, the mode select
switch is set in the "autos'' position. The start signal described in Step 6 is
sent to the spin-damp relay through the spin-damp switch mounted on the
front panel; subsequent steps in the starting cycle are performed if this switch
is in the "auto' position. Lights are also mounted to indicate the stage of the
starting operation.
DATA PROCESSOR
	
_	 _, I
The data processor records strapdown ESG test data on paper tape by scanning
and routing the data to the pu.ch. The paper tape is routed so that page copy
of the data is produced immediately by a Flexowriter. A minimum of six data
words is recorded, providing time, spin vector direction information, rotor
speed, and a test identification. As many as six digitized voltages can be
added to the data which are measurements of gyro parameters that are deemed
pertinent to the test being conducted. The processor is capable of handling
data from two gyros simultaneously. All data processor components are
housed in two racks, a 61-inch unit and a 30-inch unit. Figure 30 is a block
diagram of the data processor.
Vendor-Supplied Components
Seven major units making up the data processor were vendor supplied and were
used with few or no modifications.
Time Interval Counters (TIC) -- Two Hewlett Packard H0405275A counters
measure, the time from an input pulse on the START line to an input on the
STOP line. These counters are shown in Figure 30 as TICA and TICS. Each
tFigure 29. Automatic-Start Sequencer Panel
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ecounter may be started and stopped several times before it is RESET. The
START and STOP pulses are positive-going pulses from -12 volts to ground
produced by pulse-shaping circuits in the logic. The RESET pulse is pro-
i	 s duced by an LC201 level converter logic circuit. The time interval counter(TIC) digital output code is 1-2-2-4 and is changed to 1-2-4-8 code by a section
of the data processor logic. The counter was modified to prevent the START
pulse lockout flip-flop from inhibiting later START pulses.
FreSuency Standard -- The H17-100ER frequency standard is manufactured by
Hewlett-Packard. t provides 20-kp /1_<ec, * l00-kp/hr, and -1MHz /sec s g-
nals for the data processor. The pulse signals are shifted by LC200 buffer
amplifiers into the standard logic levels. The 1-MHz/sec signal is multiplied
to 100 MHz/sec in the TIC. The 100-MHz/bec signal is counted in the TIC to
provide a 10-nsec lime interval resolution. The 100-kp/hr signal drives the
logic time clock. The frequency standard has a short-term stability of f3
parts in 108
 and a long-term stability of f5 parts in 108.
Digital Voltmeter -- The Beckman 4011 RVP dighal voltmeter digitizes six
measured parameters from each of the two gyros. The voltages are selected
by relays in the logic. A relay closure between the READ COMMAND lines
causes the meter to balance. After it balances, a PRINT COMMAND signal is
sent to the logic. The output of the DVM is 1-2-4-13 binary coded decimal(BCD).
Soroban LP-2-150-P Tape Punch -- The LP-2-150P Soroban punch punches
tape _at 150 characters per second. T-he synchronization signal from-the punch
f	
drives the timing signal generator circuit in the logic. The inputs to the punch
are supplied by the punch driver circuits.
The punched code is designed to be compatible with the Friden Flexowriter.
The character set punched by the unit consists of the 10 numeric characters,
tab, carriage return; and space.
Flexowriter -- A Friden Flexowriter prints out the punched paper tape, an
1	 operation used to discover marginal operation as soon as possible and to pro-
vide data for real-tithe plotting during a gyro run. The Friden Flexowriter,
Model "SFD" has the following additional characteristics:
8-channel
•	 16 -inch
a Automatic parity check
•	 • Radio interference elimination (includes isolation transformer.)
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Ex.ernal terminals for . ontrol (start, stop) of tape reading
0 Tape puncher
A tape-operated microswitch is used to control the Friden when it is reading
tape from the Soroban punch. The standard Friden 8-channel SPS code is
used.
T^^a__pe^e __Drivers, Reels -- Reels for playing out and collecting the tape as it is
puke occury onepanel. Included are pulleys and clutches to route the tape
through the punch and flexowriter with a minimum risk of damage to the tape.
Honeywell-Built Components, Logic
Four panels in the data processor were assembled and wired by Honeywell
before they were installed into the 61-inch rack. The power supplies for the
two logic drawers and the punch solenoids are mounted on two panels and in-
stalled in the lower section of the 61-inch rack. The other two units are logic
drawers containing Raytheon standard logic cards and some Honeywell-built
cards.
Delay Multivibrator - A delay-multivibrator is used to detect two lines in
close succession. When using a cosine pattern as shown in Figures 1 and 2
for reading spin vector direction, an extra line is used to detect which line is
crossing the pickoff field of view. Also, a pulse width selector is used to
gate through pickoff=signals and discriminate against rotor reflectivity varia
tions and are marks.
Pulse and/or Gating -- The pulse and/or gating block handles all of the high-
speed gating of the data processor. The major outputs are the start and stop
pulses from the line-crossing deteiAors which feed the pulse shapers. The
high-speed pulse signals from the HIT circuits are gated by the pulse shapers
to the time interval counters, under control of the operation selection infor-
mation.
Pulse Shaper -- Pulse shapers improve the incoming rise time from approxi-
mare y 100 nsec to approximately 10 nsee to operate the time interval cotllnters.
An additional output with slower rise time is provided to toggle the averaging
counter each time a start pulse is sent to the time interval counter.
Averagina Counter -- The averaging counter is required to allow the averaging
of severa 1 and C 1 + C 2 intervals. To sum a specific number of intervals,
the averaging counter counts the number of start pulses sent to the time inter-
val counter; after the prescribed number of start pulses, a signal is, sent to the
pulse AND/OR gating to inhibit any more start pulses. As many as ten Cl and
Cl + C2 intervals may be summed. Using this technique, the magnitude of
the randorrn errors is scale=d by one over the square root of the number of
intervals summed.
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Time Clock -- The time clock provides the time reference for the data pro-
cessor. Two time mark signals are provided to indicate when data should be
read from Gyro Zero and when from Gyro One. The input to the time clock is
a signal from the frequency standard of 100, 000 pulses per hour. This fre-
quency is counted down to provide time in tens of hours, hours, tenths of
hours, hundreths of hours, thousandths of hours, and ten thousandths of hours.
A Nixie readout is provided to indicate time information to thousandths of
hours. Digital signals are provided to print out time to an accuracy of ten
thousandths of an hour. .
Operation Selection Counter -- The operation selection counter provides the
main sequence control for the data processor. A signal from the time clock
indicates the time to take a data point. The operation selection counter then
cycleF through the entire reading, causing the correct data to be punched out
on the tape.
Decimal Digit Counter -- The decimal counter is a ring counter with eight
states. During state zero, a control character (CR or TAB) is punched on the
tape. During the next seven states, the decimal digits of the information being
recorded are punched on the tape. If the data being punched have less than
seven digits, the remaining digits are punched as zeros.
Punch AND/OR Gatins - The punch AND/OR gating is a large gating matrix.
With the aid of the operation selection counter, the data source (Gyro Zero
or Gyro One) is selected.
Data of the correct logic levels, such as the time clock, may be used by the
punch AND/OR gating directly. Other data, such as supplied by the digital
voltmeter and the time interval counters, are buffered into the proper logic
levels.
Code Conversion Circuitry -- The Hewlett-Packard 100-MHz counters have a
1-2-2-4 BCD output. Since the remainder of the equipment was designed to
output 1-2-4-8 BCD code, which is compatible with the Flexowriter, the
1-2-2-4 BCD code must be converted to 1-2-4-8 BCD code. This is the func-
tion of the code conversion logic which is a part of the punch gating matrix.
The presence of the counter outputs on the matrix causes the code converter
to change the code to 1-2-4-8 BCD code. Thus, no additional command or
enable circuitry is needed to initiate the conversion.
Punch Gate -- The punch gate takes the four -line signal from the punch AND/
OR gatitig and converts it to an eight -line signal of standard Flexowriter code.
The eight-line signals are amplified and sent to the Soroban tape punr,la.,
Time Signal Generator -- To operate at a maximum deta rate, the selection of
the individual decimal digit must be done under the control of the Soroban tape
punch. A signal from the Soroban tape punch drives the timing signal generator.
The timing signal generator then stops the decimal digit counter in synchronism
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with the Soroban tape punch. To give the proper duty cycle to the data feeding
the Soroban tape punch, a punch time signal and an advance signal are generated
by the timing signal generator.
Pickoff and Relay Switching -- Seven relays are used to select the proper
Pickoff from the HIT circuits and to select voltages for the digital voltmeter.
The three pickoff signals from the HIT circul* , are selected by two front-panel
switches. The seven voltage selection relays are switched under the control
of the operation selection counter while the voltages are being digitized.
Paper Tape Format
The tape format is designed to produce a concise, easy-to-read page copy
when printed by a Friden Flexowriter. The two ESGs that may be handled by
the data processor are designated Gyro Zero and Gyro One. An example of
the printed-out format when Gyro One is operated is shown in Figure 31.
GYRO ONE
TIME
	
POI	 P02	 P03
	
C I + C2
C 1
	 l	 C1	 V1	 V2	 V3	 V4	 VS	 V6
oil i6o1	 0142196 0000000 0142198 0000 75 0712245 4
1
293000 9
1
115000 4183000 4"0000 4096000 4359000
1	 NUMBER
DECIMAL	 I	 —
LOCATION	 DECIMAL LOCATIONFOR TIME	 DECIMAL LOCATION	 FOR VOLTAGEIN HOURS
	 FOR TIME IN 	 IN VOLTS
MICROSECONDS	 -
Figure 31. Data Processor Tape Format
Only two C1 measurements are taken at any one time; therefore, one of the
three C 1
 columns will be all zeros. Note that the position of the C 1
 measure-
ments in the data format indicates which pickoffs are being read.,
All words are seven digits; digits which do not contain in`, -oration are zeros;
to simplify the logics. For example, in Figure 31 the three least significant
digits in each voltage word are considered to be zero,
Assembly Description
A front view of the 61-inch rack is shown in Figure 32. At the top of the 61-
inch rack are the tir^ interval counters; immediately below them are the logic
drawers. Next is the digital voltmeter and the frequency standard. The two
power supply panels and a blower unit for ventilation complete the unit. An
interior view ar this unit is shown in Figure 33. All inter-unit connections
are made through the terminals on the bottom panel. The cable from the punch
rack is connected at the right; all of the inputs measured or needed are brought
in from the electronics subassembly and the control console through the ter-
minals at the left.
Figure 34 shows the units mounted on the 30-inch rack which includes the
Soroban punch, the tape handling equipment, and the Flexowriter. Tape is
routed through the punch from the right; from there it can be routed directly
to the large collection reel on the left side, or to the Flexowriter for a real-
time hard copy of the data and the smaller collection reel at the far right.
The interior view of this unit is shown in Figure 35, in which motors and
clutches for the tape punch and reels can be seen. The cable which connects
to the 61-inch rack back panel is shown at the bottom.
Some of the details of the lower logic drawer are shown in Figure 36. To
facilitate checkout and maintenance, the lower logic drawer is hinged to swing
downward into the position shown.
As a further convenience, several points have been wired to jacks on the front
panel.
• A Simulated Pickoff Pulse Input -- The output of an EH -130
generator can he input to the test point. As shown in Figure 37,
two circuits have been added to produce simulated HIT pulses'
and to exciWboth channels of both gyro inputs. This point is
useful in checking out the tuning readouts.
• A Timing Pulse Generator Input -- Whea the circuit shown in
Figure 38 is set up and input to this test point, the data pro'-
cessor can be checked out without operating the Soroban punch.
• An_External Clock Drive Input -- Use of this test point permits
operating the clock at an accelerated speed. This facilitates
checkout of the clock timing! gates.
• Data. Cycle Pulse Output Points -- The pulses which start the
data cycle for each gyro Ball 0 and Ball 1) appear at these
points, permitting the synchronization of any peripheral equip-
ment to 'the processor data cycle.
• Other. Out;ut Points These provide for checkout of the basic
data processor sequences which are essential to its proper
operc- t ion.
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Figure 32. Data Processor, Main Rack
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Figure 34. Data Processor Punch Rack
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Figure 36. Data Processor Lower Logic Drawer
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MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER FOR THE DIGITAL
VOLTMETER (DVM)
A thermocouple magnetic amplifier was built for amplifying thermocouple
outputs to a level satisfactory for input to the digital voltmeter. A block dia-
gram of the amplifier is shown in Figure 39. This unit does not mount into
either data processing rack. Figure 40 is a view of the magnetic amplifier
chassis without its cover.
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SECTION IV
SDMEG EVALUATION TESTS
INTRODUCTION
Major tasks performed under this contract were aimed at evaluating the per-
formance of the SDMEG. Except for drift performance, math model, and read-
out accuracy evaluation (Sections V and VII), these evaluation tasks are discussed
in this section.
These tasks can be subdivided as follows:
• Evaluation of the characteristics of the SDMEG suspension
•	 Evaluation of the automatic-start concept developed in the
feasibility study program
•	 Determination of the SDMEG acceleration capability and its
limiting factors
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When evaluating suspension characteristics, such items as transient response,
power consumption, and thermal characteristics were determined. These
tests were conducted early in the evaluat=ion program prior to the major sus-
pension modification which occurred in 1966. Generally, these tests were not
followed up after the modification because the characteristics of a suspension
of the modified design were already known.
The automatic-start and acceleration tests were conducted after the modifica-
tion took place; the results as reported here characterize the gyro in its pre.ent
form. The starting tests included repeatability tests and simulated case motion
in order to define gyro operating factors which are least predictable or most
likely to vary if a startup in space is implemented on an ESG. Two`such
parameters can be defiled from these tests, rotor direction of rotation (defined
by the sequence of pattern pulses) and final rotor speed. Five acceleration
tests were conducted; the results of these tests were satisfactory.
SUSPENSION TESTS
Early in the program, the SDMEG suspension underwent a number o f tests to
determine its environmental irnitations and power characteristics. 'The
results of these tests are summarized here. The suspension was modified
after these tests were completed. Except where noted, the results arse con-
sidered to be applicable to the modified design.
ti
Rotor Levitation
The time interval between initial application of power to the suspension circuitry
and stabilization of the rotor at the cavity center was observed to be about
50 ms for both high- and low-g mode. This time is governed mainly by the
time lag of the suspension power decoupling, the starting characteristic of the
20 KI3z carrier frequency oscillator, the time lag of the lag-lead compensation
network, and the physical time characteristic of rotor displacement relative
to rotor-to-electrode forces. In both modes of operation, the d-c power con-
sumption by the suspension during levitation was 135 watts.
The suspension input current during rotor lifting was measured by observing
the voltage drop across a 0. 50 resistor connected in series with the supply
outputs. An oscilliscope was used to monitor the line voltage. Figure 41
shows the upper bounds on the currents measured during several rotor lifts
for the high-g mode. An improvement was made in the levitation character-
istics by changing a capacitor in the error channel. With the change, the
rotor position stabilizes after about 6 ms. The result is a considerably
relaxed current profile, as shown in Figure 42. Note the change in the time
scale in Figure 42 from Figure 41.
Suspension Power
The steady-state power consumption is distributed between current amplifiers,
error channels, and signal source and capacitance bridges. Table IV shows
the power distribution for both the low-g and high-g modes.
The 10-watt power consumption in the low-g mode is somewhat higher than the
6-watt figure obtained in the feasibility study program. This power increase
is caused by the following:
• The suspension error channels and signal source are operated
from the ±22. 5-volt supplies rather than from the t10-volt
supplies used in the feasibility study program.
• The capacitance bridges were added to the suspension in this
program.
•	 The current amplifiers are operating from conventional , t12 vdc
supplies rather than f10 vdc.
The power consumption in the low-g mode could be reduced from the present
10-watt value to some lower value by altering the error channel and signal
source transistor biasing networks in conjunction with operating the entire
suspension from ±12 vdc,
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Figure 41. Maximum Value of Suspension Input
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Figure 42.. Maximum Value of Suspension Input
Current During Rotor Lifting
after Error Channel Modification
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Table IV. Suspension Power Consumption
Circuits 15-g Mode(watts)
3-g Mode
(watts)
6 Current Amplifiers 18.8 4.6
3 Error Channels 3.3 3. 3
1 Signal Source 1.8 1.8
6 Capacitance Bridges 0.4 0.4
TOTAL 24.3 10.1
The suspension modification consisted of adding three high-frequency sensing
bridges to the circuits, each drawing power for its operation. Each of these
bridges is estimated to draw from 1. 0 to 1. 5 watts.
Line Voltage Variations
In the high-g mode, the d-c power supplies were varied from .t16 volts to
±24 volts with no loss of rotor suspension. The actual limits of permissable
supply voltages exceed these values since this test was limit -d by the supplies
used.
In the low-g mode, the nominal ±12 vdc supplies were varied from t7. 5 vdc
to ±16 vdc with no noticeable effect on the suspension electronics. As in the
high-g mode, these numbers represent the range of the power supplies. The
suspension capability to withstand supply variations exceeds these values.
Rotor Sag Measurements
The gyro was mounted on a two-axis table and was oriented such that a speci-
fied force axis was at local vertical and the capacitance bridges on that chan-
nel were adjusted for a null. The gyro attitude was then changed by 180
degrees with respect to vertical and the capacitance bridge outputs were again
measured. This enables a calculation of rotor sag resulting from the 2-g
change in input acceleration. The results of this test are shown in Table V.
?4
VTable V. Steady-State Rotor Sag Measurements
Suspension
Channel
Average Sag (µ inch/g)
High-g Mode Low-g Mode
X 15.8 102
Y 17.9 104
Z 18.5 95
A comparison of these values shows the low-g sag values to be five times the
high-g values. This result is expected since the gradient reduction by
results in acceleration capability and suspension gain reduction by a factor
of 5.
The suspension modification provided a substantial reduction in the steady-
state sag characteristics. It is estimated that for the high-g mode the steady-
state sag is approximately 2 µ inches/g. Furthermore, the suspension gain
became independent of preload voltage setting; consequently, the low-g sag
increases only by a factor ofd, becoming approximately 5 µ inches/g.
Electrical Transient Response
Photographs of the typical response of the suspension to a square wave signal
at the error channel modulator input are shown in Figure 43. The time scale
on the photographs is 10 ms per square. Three parameters define the
response -- overshoot, frequency of oscillation, and damping tune. The
oscillation frequency in the low-g mode is difficult to measure accurately
because the oscillation is damped in less than one cycle (Figure 43h).
Transient response tests were also conducted at reduced and elevated temper-
atures in both modes of operation. Table VI summarizes the results of all
those tests.
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fFigure 43a. Temperature Response -- Iligh-g
Mode -- Room Temperature
Figure 4:H). Temperature Response -- Low-g
It9c^cle -- Ro oni Temperature
Table VI. Results of Transient Response 'Pests
Suspension
Mode
Gyre 'Peep
(° I)
Overshoot
(
Oscillation
J-.' requency (Hz)
llamping
Time (ms)
High-g 60 250 330 G
30 :100 300 Ei
120 300 3;30 7
Low-g 6 200 20
80 150 ?5
120 150 ?5
Temperature at which suspension was tuned for minimum power
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Thermal Transient Tests
The breadboard gyro assembly and suspension electronics were temperature-
stabilized at 80O F and then subjected to an ambient temperature of 60°F. A
second transient test was conducted, after stabilization at 80°F, with ambient
raised to 120°F. The capacitance bridge outputs were monitored and the
resulting data were analyzed.
The reduced temperature and elevated temperature test results indicate the
following:
0
	
	 The thermal coefficients of expansion for both the rotor and
envelope were calcuated. These values agree with the mate-
rials data, 6 microinches per inch-°F for the beryllium rotor
and 3. 4 microinches per inch-°F for the alumina envelope.
This results in a net change in rotor-to-electrode capacitance
of +0. 12 percent per `F.
The thermal time constant (time required to change 63 per-
cent of total temperature change) was approximately one hour
for the envelope.
The thermal time constant of the suspended rotor was
approximately seven hours.
Simulated Vibration Tests
A simulated vibration test was performed at room 'temperature in both the
high- and low-g modes. A sinusoidal voltage was fed into the suspension
loop at the error channel modulator input. For each frequency the input
level was increased until the rotor dropped. The input signal level, feedback
signals, capacitance bridge outputs, and low-pass filter outputs were meas-
ured at the time of maximum input.
The broken lines of Figure 44 show the rotor sag (frequency response) esti-
mated from the data of these tests for both high- and low-g modes. It can be
seen that the suspension servo response is shifted downward by a factor
approximately equal to the change in preload acceleration when going from
high- to low-g mode. This could be expected, since the servo gain is propor-
tionately reduced in the low-g operating mode.
As for the steady-state sag, the suspension modification caused the frequency
response cur ve t:, change significantly. For the high-g mode, the curve is
similar to that of the Air Force FGG432A1 SDESG suspension. The lower
solid line of Figure 44 shows the approximate response curve of the modified
suspension in the high-g mode. Based on the nominal differences of servo
loop characteristics for high and low g, the upper solid line of Figure 44 was
constructed-to indicate approximately the suspension frequency response in
the low .-g mode.
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Suspension Stability
Suspension test results revealed that the suspension electronics functioned
correctly with rotor-electrode capacitance variations from +10 to -5. 5 per-
cent from tuning capacitance. Before the modification, the suspension servo
became unstable when rotor-electrode capacitance exceeded these limits. To
remain within these limitations, the range of gyro operating temperature was
restricted. In its present form, however, much greater capacitance varia-
tions can be tolerated by the suspension.
AUTOMATIC STARTING TESTS
In 1967 a series of starting tests was conducted on the SDMEG using the auto-
matic start sequencer panel to control the starting functions. The tests were
conducted to determine
• Rotor spin-up time and spin-up rates as a function of speed
• Rotor nutation angle (wobble) as a function of damping time
•	 Repeatability of auto-start cycle
• Effect of case rotation on rotor behavior during the start cycle
• Thermal stabilization time after completion of start cycle
Five static starting tests were conducted -- static in the sense that the damping
axis was parallel to the EPA and the case was not moved during the starting
cycle. Seven tests were conducted simulating case angular motion, which
included both constant and oscillatory movements. After six of the starting
tests, the gyro was allowed to drift and the temperature to stabilize for eight
or more hours. During this time, the capacitance bridge outputs were moni-
tored along with the gyro temperature to determine when the gyro became
thermally stabilized.
Procedure
For these tests the gyro was mounted on a Leftz dividing head. The dividing
head was mounted on a vertical axis table which could be driven at various
rates by a motor. For the first five tests the damping axis was in the EPA;
for the rest of the tests it was nominally normal to or started normal to the
EPA.
The automatic-starting circuit spin timer was set for approximately 26 min-
utes and the damping timer was set for the maximum time (six hours) for all
12 auto-start tests.
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The starting procedure was the same for the 12 start-up tests except for the
case angular rates. The spin and damp currents were adjusted while the
rotor was down. The automatic start switches were switched to "Auto." The
susp^  ension switch was turned to the "start" position and then to the "Auto-
Run' position to place the automatic circuits in operation.
The time at which the following events occurred was recorded:
1) Initiation of auto-start sequence
2) Start of spin and damp cycle (the data processor
clock was started at this time)
3) End of spin cycle
4) End of damp cycle
The following data were recorded every one-half hour during the tests:
1) Time at which the data were recorded
2) Positive suspension current
3) Negative suspension current
4) Vacuum reading
5) Temperature of gyro foot
6) Positions of vertical axis table (when input rates were applied)
7) Temperature of gyro envelope
8) The rms feedback voltage at the console test points
9) The capacitance sensor output voltages for the first five tests
10) The "gap" sensor meter reading was recorded for the last seven
tests
The following data were recorded on the data processor during the auto-start
tests:
1) Station time (0. 00 hours at the application of spin power)
2) C 1
 and C 1 + C 2 time .nte vals for the x and y piekoffs
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3) A data point was taken every 0. 005 hour during spin-up, every
0. 02 hour during the damping, and every 0. 05 hour during the
temperature stabilization period
4) Ten data points were taken every half hour at the 0. 0002-hour
rate for determining the nutation angle
Results
Except for one test, the positive end of the rotor became the direction of the
positive spin vector. When the negative end was sensed on "he exception, the
test was restarted.
Rotor 'pin-Up -- The spin-up time was calculated using data measured from
one of the auto-start tests that had a low initial nutation angle. The spin-up
time and the spin -up rate versus speed are shown in Figure 45. The average
spin-up rate to 200 rps was about 7. 8 rps/min. This rate was obtained with
800 Hz spin currents of 300 ma in coil A and 215 ma in coil B; this spin power
was used for all 12 tests. Higher spin-up rates can be obtained with higher
spin currents. With 700 ma of 800 Hz spin power applied during previous
tests, the spin-up rate is about 17 rps/min.
Rotor Nutation as a Function of Damping Time -- The rotor nutation angle is
shown in Figure 46 for one of the static starting tests as a function of damping
time. A damping current of 930 ma was used for all tests, except for run
number 12 which had 1200 ma of damping current. The damping rates
exhibited the same characteristics during all the tests except number 12.
Case angular rotations were applied perpendicular to the damping axis in
runs 6 through 12, but they did not seem to affect the damping rate. The
increased damping -urrent in run 12 increased the damping rate by a factor
proportional to the square of the damping current. An empirical equation for
the damping time (the time required to reduce the nutation angle to one arc
minute) in terms of the initial nutation angle and the damping current, was
determined for the gyro. The equation determines the damping time to a paint
where the wobble decreases to a peak-to-peak value of one arc min.
_ 1.3Td
i2	 log10 ( vo)d
where
Td = damping time in hours
Id = damping current in amps
vo , = initial rotor nutation in arc minutes
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With an increase in damping current, the rate of rotor speed loss increases,
but the loss over the total required damping time is reduced. This informa-
tion was obtained from runs 11 and 12 by determining the rate of speed over
a portion of each run where the initial and final nutation angles were the same.
The results of the calculations are shown in Table VII.
Table VII. Damping Effectiveness
Damping Current Speed Loss Damping Time Total Speed(ma) (rps/hr.) (hr) Loss'
930 4-17 5.22 21.8
1200 4.53 3.18 14.4
Note: The table input rate was about 45 deg/hr for both tests.
Rotor Run-Down Rate as a Function of Nutation Angle -- A plot of rotor run-
down rate versus the magnitude of nutation angle is shown in Figure 47. This
result was obtained from tests 1 through 5, where the damping axis was
parallel to the EPA. The curve shows a high increase in the run-down rate
when the nutation angle is greater than 2 to 3° peak-to-peak. All of the
starting tests show that the nutation angle is greater than 2 to 3 1 for approxi-
mately the first one to two hours.
Auto-Start Test Repeatabilit -- The spin-up time for the tests varied from
25 minutes, 42 seconds, to 26 minutes, 16 seconds, a peak-to-peak variation
of 2. 2 percent. The damping time for the 12 tests varied from 6 hours, 00
minutes, 52 seconds, to 6 hours, 04 minutes, 15 seconds, a variation of
0. 9 percent. Neither of the timers was adjusted throughout the test series.
The most noticeable effect of timing variations of the damp and spin-up cycle
is the final rotor speed. The spin-up cycle has the most important effect; a
two percent difference in spin-up time would change the final speed about
4 rps. A similar change in the damping time would only change the speed
about 0. 02 rps if the damping axis is along the spin axis, and would increase
proportionately if case angular motion leaves these axes nonparallel at the
end of the damp cycle.
Case Rotation Effects -- The only observed effect of case rotation was in the
final rotor speed. Case angular motion produces a noncoincidence between
the damping axis and spin axis throughout most of the damping cycle, result-
ing in a higher average rundown rater This effect is shown iii Figure 48. The
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tresulting rotor rundown rate is shown as a function of table rate, at a damping
current of 930 ma. The angle between the spin axis and the damping axis is
almost proportional to the table input rate.
Thermal Stabilization -- To provide some measure of the change of nominal
rotor-electrode gap with time, the difference of capacitance sensor outputs
from two opposite electrodes was monitored during the thermal stabilization
tests. Data from two thermocouples mounted on the gyro subassembly were
also recorded. Figure 49 is a plot of the temperature of the two points and
the gap indication for one of these tests. The same data recorded for the
start sequence prior to the stabilization period are also shown. From the
graph, it is seen that stability was reached approximately 16 hours after the
start sequence was completed.
The thermal transient tests .reported on page 4-7indicated that the thermal
time constant c1 the suspended rotor was measured to be seven hours. The
gap indication plotted in Figure 49 agrees very well with this finding. The
data shown in this graph indicate that, after 16 hours of stabilization, the
difference in temperature between the rotor and envelope was less than 1°F.
CENTRIFUGE TESTS
To determing the limits of capable acceleration of the SDMEG, the gyro was
tested in a centrifuge. The centrifuge test apparatus was set up as shown in
Figures 50 and 51. Two special interconnecting cables were used -- one
between the control console and the centrifuge 37-pin Cannon, and the other
on the centrifuge arm. The cable connection scheme is shown in Figures 52
and 53.
Procedure
The suspension had been modified to the separate sensing type (see page 2-12)
before the centrifuge tests took place. The rotor was suspended and prelim-
inary measurements of feedback voltages were taken directly from both the
suspension electronics package and control console. Table VIII summarizes
the conditions of the tests performed on the centrifuge.
For each test, the acceleration was increased until the suspension either
reached its capability limit or became unstable.
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6Figure 51. SIJMEG Mounted on Centrifuge Arm
__.
NEW INNER
Pl-J1 CONNECTINGI	 CABLE
JPL	 CENTRI-
CONSOLE	 FUGE(REAR)	
^^
'\
37 PIN
VACUUM	 P2
CANNON
UNUSED PLUG	 CABLE END(SPIN AND DAMP	 MS-3106:,-28-21S
COILS)	 MS-31"06A-28-15P
SUSPENSION
POWER
ORIGINAL CABLES
Figure 52. Connections of Vacuum and Suspension Output
Cable between Console and Centrifuge
NEW CABLE
CENTRIFUGE CANNON
	
MS-3106A-28-15S
SUSPENSION
^^ s ELECTRONICS 983862-24
ARM
=GYRO	 `.
SLIP
RINGS'
I RADI T	 N	 OF ROTOR A llUS 0 CENTER	
Figure 53. New Cable on Centrifuge Arm
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Table VIII
s- MBG Centrifuse Test Parameters
Test
No.
Axis of
Acceleration
Gravitational
Support Axis
Suspension
Bias Level (g)
Power Supply
Voltage (v)
1 -Y -X Up Low t22
2 -Y -X Up High t 22
3 -Y -X Up Low t12
4 -Z -X Up High f 22
5 -X -Y Up High f 22
During the five tests, the angular speed of the centrifuge was raised in in-
crements of 3 to 20 rpm. At each level, the followingdata were recorded:
• Angular speed of centrifuge (rpm)
• Suspension current (positive)
• Suspension current (negative)
• Two isolated feedback test point voltages for the axis under
acceleration
• Vacuum indicator reading
The data are given in Tables IX through XHI.
Using the collected data, the following quantities were calculated:
• Acceleration was calculated for each level of centrifuge speed,
assuming that the center of the gyro rotor was 35 inches from
the center of the centrifuge arm
• Scale factors were determined to compensate for attenuation
of feedback voltages read at the console
• Using the scale factors, true feedback voltages were cal-
culated from the readings taken at the console
• Rebalance voltage (which is proportional to rotor sag) was
calculated for each level of acceleration
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iFor each test, the rebalance voltage was plotted against the acceleration. The
graphs are shown in Figures 54 to 58.
Results
Test 1 - (+Y outward, Low-g Mode, ±22 v Su 1) -- The sus-
pension supported the rotor against U. b g before its limit was
reached.
Test 2 - (+Y outward, High -g Mode, t22 v Supply) -- The sus-
pension withstood 9, 9 g before the test was stopped because of
a phase unange in the feedback voltage at terminal 10.
- (+Y	 •'-12 v Supply) -- The sus-
^.'^bg eforereaching its limit.
Test 4 - (+Z outward, High-g Mode, ±22 v Supply) -- The sus-
pension withstood 11. 0 g, at which point the test was stopped
because vacuum protection was lost. The vacuum-indicating
meter read negative pressures; the cause is not known. At
this level of acceleration, the feedback voltages indicated that
the suspension was close to its limit.
Test 5 - . ' -)utward, High-g Mode, ±22 v Supply) -- The sus-
pension withstood 13. 7 g at which point all meters indicating
feedback currents pegged for unknown reasons. No evidence
of arcing was present, since the vacuum remained constant;
thus, it is assumed that the rotor remained suspended. The
test was terminated at this point.
Conclusions
Suspension acceleration limits were reached only in the low-g mode tests
(Tests 1 and 3). None of the high-g mode tests was terminated at the gyro
acceleration limits. Test 2 was terminated at a feedback null because it was
a suspension condition not previously reached in the high-g, mode. Results of
Test 5 (where the test was continued through the feedback null) indicate that
Test 2 could have been continued to higher acceleration levels if other factors
had not been considered in the decision to terminate.
In addition to being measured on the meters, the feedback signals were also
monitored on oscilloscopes. At the termination points of the high-g mode tests,
these monitors indicated thatthe tests should be terminated to avoid catas-
trophic damage to the suspension and gyro. Subsequent tests with the suspen-
sion on the dummy load indicated that the maximum voltage of the output.
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Figure 58. Results of Centrifuge Test Number 5
transformers was limited by the breakdown between coil windings. At present,
breakdown appears to have been the factor which limited the results of these
centrifuge tests.
There is a strong possibility that the output transformers were slightly dam-
aged when, with the original suspension circuit design, suspension failures
occurred with attendant large transient voltages. This is supported by tests
conducted on the suspension system of the gyro built under JPL Contract No.
951148. Those tests showed that the output transformers of that suspension
were capable of producing voltages compatible with 15-g support before
encountering icorona, problems.
The results of the first test is truly noteworthy for low-g mode. The other
low-g mode test utilized the ±12 volt supply for the output circuits; since this
was the only change from the first low-g test, the maximum acceleration
attained in the third test appears to be limited by the available supply voltage.
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SECTION V
SDMEG READOUT SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The ESG readout system is an important subsystem of the gyro. This section
briefly describes the readout system of the SDMEG, and sources of reading
error are summarized.
To accurately evaluate the drift performance and torque model of the SDMEG,
it was important that spin vector components with respect to case axis coor-
dinates be calculated accurately. For this reason, considerable attention was
devoted in this program to two important aspects of this calculation:
•	 Specifying the location of the optical axis of each pickoff
•	 Defining the coefficients of the equation which yields the
the direction cosine between each pickoff axis and the
spin vector
The remainder of this section discusses the techniques which were developed
and evaluated in this program for calibrating these readout parameters.
READOUT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the SDMEG readout system is shown in Figure 59. The
passage of readout information through the system and the sequence of oper-
ations with or on the information is indicated. Also shown is the location of
the important readout components in the gyro test setup.
The heart of the readout system is the pickoff which is pictured in Figure 60.
The pickoff consists of a lamp, the optics which include lenses and a beam-
splitter, a photos msr-r for converting the optical signal into an electrical
signal, and a preamplifier. The surface of the spinning rotor is either reflec-
tive or diffuse; the reflectivity of the surface determines the amplitude of the
signal received by the photosensor. The signal is amplified and transmitted
to the pulse-shaping electronics (HIT) by the preamplifier.
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Figure 00. SDMEG Pickoff
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cThe high-speed pulses generated by the HIT are received by the data processor
logic, which sorts and uses the pulses for gating the pulse counters. High-
precision clock pulses are counted by these counters; the counts which are
recorded on paper tape provide a measure of the time interval between the
pulses from the HIT. These time-interval measurements are used to calcu-
late the phase angle between the portion of pattern lines viewed by the pickoff.
The spin axis-pickoff axis direction cosine is then calculated using the charac-
terization function of the pattern lines.
Sources of Readout Error
A number of components of the readout system are potential sources of error.
A detailed treatment of these sources is available in the 'literature; 1 conse-
quently, these sources are only summarized.
Rotor Pattern -- Three types of error are associated with the patterning process.
Generally, t ere is a pattern axis which should be coincident with or at a specific
angle with the spin axis. Deviations are caused by patterning fixture misalign-
ment and by uncertainties in the location of the spin axis at the time of patterning.
Play in the application tool linkage, or an error in the master, can produce
errors while applying the pattern. High-frequency (with angle) error is the
result of imperfect control of line edge sharpness.
Rotor Surface -- Variations in the reflectivity of the rotor surface affect the
amplitu e- o t e sensor output; such variations occur from polishing varia-
tions or variations in the rotor material grain structure. Of greater signifi-
cance is the presence of surface blemishes as the result of arcing between
the rotor and the electrodes.
Optics -- Variations in the optics which affect the sensor output are potential
sources of error. An important factor is the lamp luminosity which should
remain constant throughout the operation of the gyro. Variations of illumi-
nation over the field of view, or irregularities in the field of view, can cause
a deviation which is sensitive to the pattern line slope and its angle of approach.
Electronic -- Potential electronic sources of error include rise time varia-
tions of the photosensor, amplifier noise, and variations in triggering time.
The digitizing process of the counters produces a least count resolution un-
certainty in the data.
Other Sources -- Two important sources of readout error cannot be identified
with specific components. One is uncertainty and instabilities in the location
of each pickoff axis. This information must he precisely known for accurate
use of the direction cosine information.
1. Research in Electrically Supported Vacuum Gyroscope, Volume IV;
NASA CR 86125, November 1968, Section II.
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tThe second source is a computational buildup associated with the strategy of
obtaining three direction cosines out of data from two pickoffs using the
direction cosine identity for an orthogonal set of coordinates. This effect,
denoted as the third direction cosine error, is i.ot an error per se;'it is an
amplification of other errors which may be present. As such, it is reduced
or removed once the effects of other sources are reduced or removed.
Reduction and Control of Error Effects
During the [easiblity study program attention was directed tc,ward reducing
the effects of readout error by:
•	 Development of a height insensitive trigger (HIT) to reduce
the effect of reflectivity and lamp output variations
•	 Investigation of the effect of various polishing techniques
and materials on the final. rotor surface finish.
•	 Pickoff optics improvement
Each reaped benefits in improving the accuracy and dependability of the r•eadb
out system. The most notable item is the HIT, which is described here in•
greater detail.
Reflectivity variations and changes in lamp output appear as short-term and
long-term changes in pulse height. If the trigger occurs at a fixed voltage,
a time interval error (LT) results, as shown in Figure 61.
Since the basic electronic trigger circuits are voltage-sensitive, some method
of compensation is desired to remove this error source. One method is by
compensating the trigger device to render it sensitive to a fixed proportion of
height rather than a fixed voltage. This is the purpose of the HIT. The block
diagram of the HIT is shown in Figure 62, and the waveforms are'shown in
Figure 63. The basic operation is as follows.
SIGNAL
VOLTAGE
	 —
TRIGGER	
--- 1 ----- } —+t
LEVEL
0
-{ t -OT
To
Figure 61. Error from Fixed Trigger Level
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Figure 62. Block Diagram of HIT Circuit
The input pulse is amplified; the amplified pulse is sent to a peak level sensor
that samples the peak voltage (flat top) of the input pulse and holds it. The
amplified input pulse is then subtracted from one-half of the output of the peak
level sensor. The zero-volt crossing of the resultant signal is a fixed percent-
age (nominally 50 percent) of the incoming pulse height. The zero-crossing
signal is amplified to increase the slope of the zero crossing, and the zero
crossing is then sensed by a tunnel diode threshold detector circuit. The
trailing edge of tae output pulse is the time mark used to control the time
interval counters. The input pulse is differentiated and clipped, amplified,
and used to discharge the voltage level sensor so it can accurately sample
the peak voltage of the next input pulse.
At the same time that the suspension was modified, several modifications were
incorporated into the HIT circuits (see Figure 22'. for the schematic):
0	 The emitter bias resistor of the output 9mitter follower was
returned to the -15 vdc supply rather than to ground. This
allows the output stage to drive a 3K resistive load in the
data processor with negligible signal attenuation.
•	 A level adjust control (1171, R72 of C13198-1, and R42 of
C13198-2) was added to the circuit. Adjustment of R71
changes the bias on Q2, which then sets the level of input
signal required to produce an output. The level adjust con-
trol permits any extraneous pulses below the set amplitude
to be rejected,
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•	 More power decoupling on the +•15 vdc was added to the
HIT cards. This improved the output wave forms.
•	 The summing network, Q3 and Q6 into Q7, was simplified.
•	 Capacitive coupling on the base of Q4 was added to produce
a bias on the peak level sensor (Q4 driving CRl and C5)
independent of the level control adjustment.
Recent developm: , ,oic , in reducing the effects of readout errors are in the use of
faster electronic components in the HIT and the data processor gating logic.
Compared to other effects, the effect of electronic sources of error is p,-e-
sently not significant. Another improvement is the incorporation of a levita-
tion circuit in the suspension. This limits the output voltages to safe levels
during lift and prevents surface blemishes from arcs.
Based on data gathered in this program, the remaining significant errors are
patterning errors, pickoff alignment uncertainties, and computational buildup.
During this program, procedural experiments were conducted in calibrating
parameters which deal directly with these effects. The effectiveness of these
procedures has been evaluated; they are discussed below.
PICKOFF ALIGNMENT, ADJUSTMENT, AND CALIERATTON
In the alignment procedure ,used, the rotor is spun -up to nominal operating
speed, and the rotor pattern is used to determine when the pickoffs are
aligned to a gyro case reference axis. This method is a nulling process
and does not require an accurately calibrated pattern. Two of the pickoffs
are adjusted to be parallel with the two gyro reference i irrors. The third
pickoff is adjusted to be perpendicular to the plane determined by the normals
of the gyro reference mirrors. The angle between the mirror normals is
.measured, thereby allowing the pickoff orientations to be defined with respect
to an orthogonal reference determined by the mirrors.
The equipment used for the pickoff alignments consists of:
•	 Vertical axis turn table (TS 204)
•	 Lietz dividing head
e	 Gyro mounting fixture
n	 gyro control console and readout system:
•	 Theodolite, holding fixture, and level vial
Pentaprism and holding fixture
The equipment is set up as shown in Figure 64,
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6The Lietz dividing head is mounted on the vertical axis table with the dividing
spindle axis horizontal and located so that the gyro reference mirror normals
may be positioned parallel and colinear with the vertical table axis. The gyro
holding fixture is mounted on the dividing head face plate so that the X and Y
mirror normals are nominally perpendicular to the spindle axis (for X and Y
pickoff alignment).
The pentaprism is mounted on a holding fixture which spans the vertical axis
table. The gyro reference mirror can then be viewed by the theodolite through
the pentaprism. The Z pickoff alignment is facilitated by adjusting the turn
table so that its axis of rotation is vertical. This adjustment can be checked
with the level vial mounted on the table.
Procedure
1) Using the dividing head tilt adjustment and vertical axis
table, position the gyro so that the spin coil axis is
approximately parallel to the EPA.
2) Perform the necessary prespin checks and spin-damp
procedure to bring the rotor to operating speed.
3) After the rotor is at operating speed, adjust the spindle
and tilt axis of the dividing head (in the case of the X and
Y pickoffs) to make the mirror axis parallel to the axis
of the vertical table kob8erving the coning of the mirror
normal with the theodolite and pentaprism). Fox , the Z
pickoff, adjust the spindle and gilt axes so that the mirror
normals are perpendicular to the table axis (horizontal
when the table axis is vertical).
4) Adjust the position of the pickoff being -aligned so that
this pickoff reads a constant rotor colatitude (within
the threshold of adjustment) when the table is rotated
360 degrees.
5) When making the final trim adjustments, it is usually
necessary to plot count readings against table position
to separate the direction and magnitude of adjustments
from gyro drift.
6) Final data: If the pickoff cannot be satisfactorily aligned
or if the desired readout accuracy exceeds the trim adjust
meat threshold, data are then taken for calibrating the
existing misalignment for computer compensation. Data
are recorded from the pickoff whose alignment is being
calibrated and from a second pickoff for use as a phase
reference.
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k7) Record data for two complete table revolutions.
8) Record data again for two complete table revolutions
in the opposite direction from that of Step 7.
Data Reduction
The, data recorded in Steps 7 and 8 for each pickoff (a total of six sets) are
punched on cards in preparation for input to a stepwise regression program
which was available from the Honeywell Scientific Computing Library. Each
set includes two table revolutions to check the repeatability of the count data
and to provide a more reliable determination of the constant portion of spin
vector drift. By correlating the results in oppos i te directions, the apparent
misalignment caused by spin vector drift from ele,--tric torque can be detected
and removed from the results of the regression for pickoff misalignment.
The spin vector drift can be detected as follows: Let C x and Cy denote
the misalignment of the Z axis pickoff in the directions of the X and Y coor-
dinates, as denoted by the pickoffs. With respect to some table reference
angle, the change in the direction cosine of the Z pickoff can be denoted by
^X Z = Cx sin 0 + Cy cos 0
where 0 is the table angle from reference. Let the components of an electric
torque be such that the change iY; the direction cosine from this torque is
1	 tr
Z = H
	
J (L1 sin ) t- L2 cos 0) dt	 l
o
where H is the rotor angular momentum. When the table rotates in one
direction at a constant rate w, then = wit. If both misalignment and
torque are present, then
L2	
L (77^ 7 )1 =	 Cx + H w - sin wi 	 yt + C - H w	 cos wit1	 1
The coefficientsCX
 + Hwl
	
and 
	
- wi are determined by
regression on data taken with the table rotating in this direction. With the
table rotating in the opposite direction, 0 = -w2t (02 > 0). Then
i	
L 1	 L
(DXz)2	 -Cx + Hu
 
I sin w2  + Cy + H 2 cos W2 
k
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The coefficients -C x + HLw	 and Cy2
regression on data. On-, can then separate
L
+ 1	 are determined byHw2 	L2
Cx from H and C y from
L1	
-H by appropriate manipulation of these coefficients. In practice it has
been found that Ll , L2 and I w2 - w l I are small enough that, in the
separation process, the assumption that wl = w2 has a negligible effect
on the results for C x
 and Cy.
Useful Residual Information
This pickotf alignment adjustment and calibration procedure utilizes the gyro
in actual operating conditions; consequently, the alignment parameters obtained
from this procedure define where the "operating axis" of the pickoff is located.
This axis is best defined as the center of illumination of the spot on the rotor
surface; as such, it is sensitive to irregularities caused by illumination
variations or field-of-view irregularities. By using data gathered under actual
operating conditions, some of these irregularities are automatically taken into
account in the alignment adjustment and calibration.
Other irregularities sensitive to the pattern slope and direction of approach
would also be included in the alignment calibration data. The residuals can
be monitored for such irregularities while reducing the data for alignment
parameters; an example would be checking the data for a repeatable second
harmonic content. The same cc,mbinatorial technique can be used for separa-
ting second harmonic effects caused by spin vector, drift. , When the data have
been monitored for these effects, the magnitude of these results as a rule
have been within or slightly larger than the noise level of the data.
PATTERN LINE CALIBRATION
Three sources of error associated with the pattern line and the pattern appli-
cation process were delineated earlier in this section. To reduce the effects
of the errors, the nominal line equation was expanded so that nonrandom
errors in the pattern could be computer compensated. The line equation for
perfectly applied cosine pattern lines is of the form
C
cos B = Mo "C + C	 - X	 (1)1	 2
where Mo and No are design constants. The equation was modified to read
cos B = Me C C
	
- N + P2 t/i2 + P3 i3 + P^^/i^ + P5 t/i5	(2)
1	 2
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twhere
C
=	 1	 - 0. 5
C1 + c2 .
and M and N as well as the P's are constants determined by least squares
fitting of data.
Data Sources and Errors
Two sources of data have been used for calibrating the coefficients:
Microscope data after p-attern application before the
rotor is removed from the patterning fixture
•	 Pickoff data from the assembled gyro after the pickoffs
have been aligned
The results of these calibrations were tested on drift test data with varying
degrees of success. The measurement of success was in terms of the magni-
tude of steps noted in the inertial space spin vector data at the times that the
pickoff modes change -- the smaller the steps, the greater the degree of
success.
-
When checked out with drift test data by this method, coefficients from both
sources of data showed good success for some gyros and little success for
others. Even when corrected for deviations in three-pickoff checkpoint
results (described later in this section), neither source provided distinctly
better results than the other. On the basis of this finding, it was necessary
to further elaborate on one of the existing data collection procedures, or
develop new procedures, which accurately take into account inherent uncer-
tainties or errors of the existing procedures.
Either source of data is, of course, not without error. The microscope data
are measured about the pattern axis, not the spin axis; it must be corrected
for pattern axis - spin axis misalignment. Nor is there any assurance that
the microscope data correlate with pickoff data obtained at the same point.
The pickoff data are referenced to known dividing head spindle axis incre-
ments. It must not only be corrected for spin vector drift, but some absolute
reference must be established to specify the true spin axis-pickoff axis angle
for each data point used in the calibration.
•
't
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Useful Error Compensation Techniques
Spin vector drift can be estimated over a series of data points taken during a
scan at fixed spindle axis increments by returning to some previous spindle
axis setting after the scan is completed. As long as the scan is neither too
large nor too lengthy, a constant drift with time can be assumed without
incurring intolerable error.
Both microscope and pickoff data can be corrected with data taken at certain
spin vector "check points". Such a check point is illustrated in Figure 65.
The Z-axis pickoff is positioned to view the equator (as is best determined by
known pattern characteristics at the time), and the spin axis is positioned
between the X and Y pickoffs. Data are recorded when the Cl counts from
the X and Y pickoffs are equal. The two pickoffs are known to be reading the
same colatitude (denoted by Oab in Figure 65). From the pickoff alignment
calibration and the angle between mirror normals, the angle r ab can be
calculated. Using trigonometric relationships, one can assert that
ab	 cos Babcos 2
	 cos v
Figure 65. Pattern Line Checkpoint Position,
Two Pickoffs
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tThe greatef-A uncertainty in this equation is the value of v which is the
combination of
•	 The deviation of the Z pickoff view from the true rotor equator
•	 The component of Z pi.cltoff misalignment in the direction of the
spin axis
However, by positioning the Z pickoff nominally on the equator, the effect of
this uncertainty is mini-mized (since cos v =
 1 over a relatively wide range
of a, 0) .
C
This process establishes a specific ratio : of C + C
	
to a specific angle
1	 2
M
; if exactly equal C L
 counts are not achieved, one can use the average
he X and Y C 1
 counts for the numerator of the count ratio with good
accuracy. (The only nonrandom error is the change of line slope; over a
small range which exceeds the expected resolution of adjustment this is not
expected to exceed the random error.) A second check point can be obtained
using the same pickoffs with the rotor positioned anti-parallel [midway
between the (-X) and (-Y) axes] to that shown in Figure 65. With such a
checkpoint on ,each end of the pattern one can check the accuracy of., and make
appropriate adjustments to, either microscope or pickoff data.
Other pairs of checkpoints occur with the spin vector aligned between the X
and Z pickoffs and the Y and Z pickoffs. Additional useful checkpoints occur
when the spin axis is positioned so that one pickoff views a pattern extremity,
a second the other extremity, and the third the equator. Still another useful
checkpoint is realized at a different colatitude by adjusting the spin vector
direction in the envelope so that all three pickoffs yield nearly equal C1
counts and an average count ratio. Figure 66 shows this situation when the
three pickoff ages and mirrors are perfectly aligned. The spin axis is
nominally parallel to the housing axis; each pickoff is cos-1 ±/	 for that
axis. Tile average count ratio can be identified with that colatitude angle.
If the pickoff and mirror alignment are not perfect, the colatitude angle identified
with the equalized count ratio is slightly different. It can nevertheless be
determined by calculating the component of misalignment of Pch pickoff along
the housing axis, subtracting the component from cos l t 3 ,and averaging
the results. For small deviations in the range of pickoff misalignments, linear
averaging is sufficiently accurate;,
PICKOFF
- PICKOFF
X - PICKOF
t
WHEN C1X = C 1Y = C 1Z , x =)L =)`Z = COS-1	(or COS- 1
 -V 3 )
Figure 66. Pattern Line Checkpoint
Position, Two Pickoffs
Third Direction Cosine Considerations
The effect that errors in directions cosines calculated from count da ta have on
the third direction cosine calculation has been treated in the literature 2 . Not
only is that error sensitive to the other errors but also the direction cosines
themselves. The error can be amplified as the pickoffs being read view por-
tions of the pattern remote from the equator.
Large errors can be avoided in the choice of pickoffs used, when a choice is
available. In this case, the error is minimized when the two pickoffs nearest
the equator are used. This principle has been adopted in the procedure for
y	 conducting drift tests on the SDivEG.
The same effect has recently been taken into consideration in developing
pattern line calibration : procedures. The amplification factor in the third
direction cosine calcltlatibn can be balanced with a mechanization equation
which describes the patterri lines more precisely and in greater detail at
2. Ibd; Section IV.
0.
the pattern extremes than at the equator. The expanded form of 'the mechani-
zation (Equation 2) is amenable to such a description. All terms are relatively
significant Chen the count ratio is very small or very large; in the middle
range I C1 + C2	 0.5^ only the first two terms are relatively significant.
To provide the greater detail at the pattern extremities, the scanning incre-
ment is reduced, resulting in a greater density of data points from these
regions.
Pattern mine Calibration Procedure
The procedure outlined here is one that proved successful for the FGG379A1
S/N 1 SDMEG built under JPL contract 951148 and transferred to the drift
performance evaluation program. This procedure was first implemented tai
April 1968. pickoff data are used because, like the pickoff alignment proce-
dure, those data are obtained from the gyro under actual operating conditions.
Except for the theodolite and the pentaprism, the same appratus as that used
in pickoff alignment adjustment and calibration is used for pattern line cali-
bration.
1) To provide a convenient rotation reference, the gyro is
mounted and shimmed on the dividing head so that a
mirror normal is parallel to the spindle axis. The
dividing head is mounted on the vertical axis turntable.
2) Accurately align the damping axis parallel to the EPA.
Perform the spin-damp procedure to operating speed.
3) Position the gyro uase with respect to the spin vector
so that the Cl counts from all three pickoffs are as
nearly equal as possible within limit€ of adjustment.
Repeat for the opposite rotor hemisphere.
4) Reposition; the table and tilt axes s p that the spindle
axis iz nciminally perpendicular to the spin axis.
5) Measure the angle between thvp averaged count -ratios
obtained in Step 3 by positioni.ne ore of the p okoffs
at each of the count ratios obtained and reading the
spindle axis scale at each setting.
G)	 Position the same pickoff midway between the two settings
of Step 5. This should establish the count ratio at the
equator.. To reduce the effect of drift, it may be neces-
sary to repeat this and the previous step,
. ,
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7) Scan the pattern 1 degree on each side of the equatorial
count ratic position in 10-minute increments. Start
and end with the same spindle axis setting to provide
a correction for drift.
8) Scan the entire Pattern in 5-degree increments. Start
at the equatorial count ratio position and scan to one
extremity, and return to starting spindle axis setting.
Repeat for other extremity, readjusting starting position
for drift if necessary.
9) Readjust starting position at the equatorial count ratio. Rotate
spindle axis 30 degrees and scan in 1-degree increments to
the end of the pattern. Return to starting spindle position
at equator. Repeat for the other extremity.
10) Adjust case to the three two-pickoff checkpoint positions
for each combination of pickoff pairs - two positions with
both pickoffs reading the same pattern extremity (one for
each extremity) and one position with the pickoffs reading
opposite extremities. The third pickoff, positioned nomi-
nally at the equator for each setting, is also read for
calculating v of Figure 65.
11) For determining pattern limits, scan each pattern extremity
in 2-minute increments until the pattern is lost. Start about
20 to 30 minutes from the discrenible end of pattern to check
the linearity or mechanization accuracy of the extremities.
12) Shut down gyro and reduce data. Only the 5-degree and 1-
degree data are used in regressing for coefficients; it is
first corrected for spin vector drift, using a linear inter-
polation with time. Drift during each scan is estimated
from the change in count ratio for the identical dividing
head settings at the beginning and end of each scan with
the aid of the 10 minute increment scan obtained in Step 7.
13) Using the coefficients obtained from the 5-degree and
1-degree scans, spin vector colatitude angles are cal-
culated using all checkpoint data and 2 minute scares
obtained in Steps 3, 10, and 11. Compare the results
with what 'these angles should be from knowledge of
pickoff alignments. Make necessary corrections to the
5-degree and 1-degree scans and obtain a corrected set
of coefficients. Repeat this step until satisfactory
results are obtained,
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It ,hould be observed that only one-third (or less) of the data used for finding
coefficients comes from the region between the colatitude angles of 60 degrees
and 120 degrees, which covers two-thirds of the patterned region. The other
two-thirds are recorded from the pattern extremities.
The coefficients obtained using this procedure were used for reducing the
data of 17 drift tests conducted in 1.968 and 196 1 .  The steps noted in the
data of these tests were two minutes or less in over 70 percent of the
cases. None of the steps exceeded three minutes of arc.
SECTION VI.
SDESG DATA ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAMS
INTRODUCTION
A major task of the SDMEG development and evaluation program was to pre-
pare and develop software for reduction and to analyze drift test data from
the gyro. Programs were written for use on the FI-1800 computer located at
the Honeywell Aerospace f:acili':. cs in Minneapolis and on the IBM 7094 com-
puter located at JPL. Primary development of the programs took place on
the H-1800 version of the programs; when they were satisfactorily checked
out with data, duplicate programs were modified for the 7094 and were checked
out with data at JPL.
SOFTWARE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
A total of seven computer programs were developed under this contract. The
designations and titles of these programs are
k
• SM1100 -
• SM2200 -
• SM3700 -
• SM4000 -
• SM6100 -
• SM7000 -
• SMPLOT -
Edit and Initial Calculations
Transformation of Coordinates
Manual Edit
Math Model and Regression
Performance
Data Simulation
Plotting of Data
The data analysis system structure and the flow of data through the system
are diagrammed for the H-1800 in Figure 67, Except for SMPLOT, all of the
programs are operational oil 	 7094 computer.
The first six programs were developed, coded, and checked out in 1965.
Documentation drafts of these programs were prepared in early 1966. The
first drift test data became available late in 1966. From the results of these
test data, the math model was expanded and reorganized; appropriate modi-
ficat,,ons were made in Programs SM4000 and SM7000. In 1967 duplicates of
these six programs were modified for running on the 7094 computer at JPL.
The program documentation (Honeywell ,R-ED'1749) was published 1 July 1967,
Program SMPLOT was developed in 1968 for use with the Honeywell Aero-
space machine plotting facil'".y in Minneapolis. This program exped4ed the
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toverall analysis effort on, 17 drift tests conducted on the FGG379A1 SIN Siwra
which started in April 1968 and ended in January 1969,
PROGRAM OPERATIONS
The basic operations of each program are summarized in the remainder of
this section. Included in these summaries are options available to the analyst
and some guidelines in preparing the car&input data to these programs. Since
details of the program operations and card input formats are described in the
documentation, these items are not duplicated here.
Preliminary Gyro Data
To implement fully and precisely the capabilities of these programs, a number
of parameters about the gyro under test must be known. For bookkeeping pur-
poses, there are several means of identifying the gyro. Such parameters as
the rotor, housing vacuum, run number, and the dates and times of the drift
test can be entered on the standard header which is created by Program
8M1100 and is duplicated on the output tapes ate,{ listings by the other pro=
,grams. However, it is not necessary to have these data to operate the pro-
gram s .
There are critical gyro parameters which must be known. These parameters
are
• Rotor pattern mechanization parameters
• Angle between the two mirrors mounted on the pump end
of the gyro housing
• Alignment of the pickoffs with respect to the mirrors
•	 Rotor pattern limits
• Rotor moment of inertia
• Rotor optimum speed (optional)
•	 Digital voltmeter sensitivity coefficients (optional)
The>)e parameter are either measured directly, or procedures are follozved
to ^,alculate them, Throughout this program, methods were devised for
taking data used for estimating the pickoff alignments and pattern constants.
Estimates were obtained using a stepwise regression program available
from the Honeywell' Computer Sciences Library; however'., a significant
amount of hand preparation of the data is required to obtain precise estimates
of these parameters,
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tA nominal estimate of the moment of inertia is sufficient for these programs;
it is only necessary that the value of inertia used be the same throughout the
system of programs. Pattern limit parameters serve as an editing function,
as such, they are not as critical. as the other parameters. The optimum rotor
speed i.s useful only if the change of rotor speed over a normal drift test period
causes significant changes in spin vector drift characteristics.
The data processing unit which punches test data on paper tape may or may
not include a digital voltmeter which can be used to measure such additional
items as suspension currents, vacuum pump current, and thermocouple cur-
rents. Voltages representing these measurements aredigitized and punched
on tape. If the voltmeter is used.. the conversion constants which relate the
recordings directly to the parameters measured are needed.
:Program SM1100 - Edit and Initial Calculations
In addition to editing the data, this program controls the operation of Sub-
routine SM0100. Data from several drift tests can be batch processed by
this subroutine, which numbers the data events sequentially, converts the
data into an alphanumeric code, and checks the data for errors in format.
The event numbers, recoded data, and format information are printed out on
an intermediate tape which is usually saved for later use.
The output of the subroutine is then processed by the main program. The
portion of data on the intermediate tape to be processed is defined by card
input. If any errors in the format of a data event are detected, the event is
rejected. If the format is correct, the data is unpacked and the initial com-
putations are made. Spin vector components (direction cosines) in pickoff
axi coordinates are calculated from the cosine pattern mechanization con-
stants. If digital voltmeter measurements were recorded, the quantitative
values of Cie parameters which these measurements represent are also cal-
culated. Data events are also rejected if any of the following criteria are
not satisfied-
0	 (Optional) The tune elapsed between this event and the
previously accepted event is equal to or greater than a
quantity which is specifie!a by the analyst.
• Two and only two "C 1 " measurements are nonzero.
•	 Each ratio C 1 /{C 1 + C 2 3 is less than unity.
•	 The rotor speed calculation does not exceed 1000 rps.
• The direction cosines come within bounds which are
determined by the rotor pattern limits.
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•	 (Optional) The sum of the squares of the direction cosines
calculated from the counter information does not exceed unity
by a quantity proportional to the pattern uncertainty and the
error in pickoff alignment.
Data events accepted by this program are recorded on tape which is saves for
input to the next program.
Options available to the analyst include;
• Whether to run only the subroutine, only the main program,
or both. The subroutine is used if the intermediate data
tape has not been created or is not available. In practice,
both subroutine and main program may be run sequentially
if data from one drift test are to be processed.
• Whether to produce the standard header on the output tape.
• Whether to use the time increment edit. Sometimes it is
desirable or necessary to record data at shorter intervals
than is desired in the analysis. This option (which may also
be exercised in Program SM3700) serves as a convenient
means to delete these points.
• Whether to use the third direction cobine edit. This option
may be useful if noisy data are encountered and if compen-
sation for pickoff misalignments is not used in Program
SM2200. In practice, if the pattern limit parameters are
reasonably precise, this option is unnecessary.
There is a provision in the header for indicating the starting and ending rotor
speeds as well as the length of the drift test. These parameters are used to
calculate the rundown time constant which is added to the header.
A seven-digit identification number is formed for each data point, This
identification number consists of there station number (the last digit of
the first data word), the run number ^he last two digits of the fifth data
word), and the four-digit event nurriber- assigned by Subroutine SM0100.
This number is carried through subsequent test data outputs to aid in iden-
tifying and sorting listings.
Program SM2200 Coordinate Transformation
of Spin Vector Components
This program transforms the spin vector data into those sets of coordinates
used for analysis by the SDMEG naath model and gyro performance programs.
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eUaly tho inertial space components of the spin vector are used in the gyro
performance program (SM6100); however, the math model program (SM4000)
Lases both inertial space components and the components of a test set of coot-
dirates fixed with respect to the gyro housing, Program SM2200 must there-
fore prepare the data in two sets of orthogonal coordinates--one fixed to the
gyro and one fixed in inertial space-rand record the spin vector data on a
magnetic tape which is saved for input to the gyro performance and math
model programs..
The case axis coordinates, defined by the normals of the mirrors mounted on
the gyro, are used as the set of gyro-fixed coordinates in the math model
program. Since the pickoffs are aligned to be as nearly coincident as possible
with them, the calculation of spin vector components in case axis coordinates
reduces to a compensation for any misalignment of the pickoffs. Three spin vec-
tor.• components (direction cosines a,p y) are calculated from information pro-
vided by two pickoffs, from the orthogonality identify and from sign continuity
criteria.
Inertial space components of the spin vector are obtained by performing a
series of coordinate rotations on the spin vector components in case axis
coordinates. Because it is relatively easy to define the orientation of the
gyro with respect to the vertical axis, the first three rotations transform
the spin vector data into a set of coordinates whose orientation is determined
by the vertical axis and the earth's polar axis (EPA). Two more rotations
from this intermediate set of coordinates complete the transformation to
inertial space coordinates.
Several alignment parameters are needed by the program.
•	 Test station latitude
o Elevation angles of the envelope mirror normals
• Azimuth angle of one of the mirror normals
s Angle between the mirror normals
• Whether the elevation of the Z -axis pickoff is positive,
negative, or zero
The conventions adopted are such that elevation angles are positively signed
if the positively directed case axes (defined by the pickoff end) are above the
horizontal plane. Thus, if mirror normals are defined to be directed out-
ward from the case, the elevation angles of these normals are positive if
they are below the horizontal plane. The azimuth angle of an outward mirror
normal is measured with respect to west, and is positive if it is north of
west.
,
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6Options available to the analyst include
• Choice of input data from Program SM1100 or Program
SM7 000
• Which mirror azimuth angle is input
• Whether to compensate for alignment errors
The data usually processed are the output of Program SM1100; however, the
simulation program can output data compatible for input, to Program SM2200.
This alternative has been employed for checking out the programs.
The azimuth angle of either mirror normal may be used. In principle, the
more precise measurement is obtained from the normal closer to the hori-
zontal plane. If both are accessible for azimuth measurement, the Y-axis
mirror aximuth ','y/m) is preferred because it is used directly in the program.
If the X-axis mirror aximuth hym) is input, 1pm is calculated from it and the
other alignment parameters.
Compensation for pickoff misalignments should be employed if their misalign-
ments exceed the accuracy desired in the SM2200 output data or if the non-
orthogonality of the mirrors exceeds the desired accuracy. If compensation
is employed, the misalignments of the pickoff axes -Are to be provided by card
input, in the form of direction cosines with respect to the mirror normals.
The program automatically adjusts the X-axis pickoff misalignment for
mirror nonorthogonality. Misalignment of the Z-axis pickoff is measured
with respect to the axis orthogonal to the mirror normal plane.
From the input data and the misalignments, two direction cosines are uniquely
determined. The magnitude of the third direction cosine is calculated from
the orthogonality identity
a 2 #/3 2 +y2 = 1
The sign of the third direction cosine is determined from a sign continuity
criterion which assumes that counter data are taken from the two pickoffs
viewing areas nearest the rotor equator throughout the test. If the test is
carried out in this fashion, the sign of the third direction cosine never changes,
for the sign of any cosine would change while the pickoff associated with that
cosine is being used.
Exceptions to the sign selection criterion can occur, and the input data must
be examined for these exceptions. The selection process must first be
initialized, a positive sign is assumed by program for the third direction
cosine for the first data point unless it is cited as an exception by the card
input. If the test is not correctly carried out, and the sign of the third
direction cosine does change, the ° ,`rst data point with the change of sign
must be cited as an exception.
r
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aThe program checks the validity of the sign that it carries through the data
by comparing that sign with the sign of the cosine from counter data when
the combination of pici,offs used changes. Such a change is detected by a
change in the counter code number which follows station time in the data. If
,this sign check fails, the program stops. Erroneous data points adjacent to
the change in pickofi combination can gen,^rate a false failure; for such occa-
sions, other data points must be cited as exceptions to prevent a sign check
failure.
Data points for which the sign of the third direction cosine is to change from
that of previous data points are itemized in cards 14 through (14 + K), where
K is the number of points itemized, in the order that the points appoar in the
data. The counter code of the data point is also entered as a further check.
The number K is entered in the correct location on card 2 of the input.
For the transformation to inertial space, a value for time zero must be
selected and input to the program. The inertial space base vectors are in-
dexed so that the X-component of the spin axis coordinates is nominally zero
and the Y-component is positive. The selection of time zero is fundamentally
one at which it is convenient for the indexing to occur. To reduce the effect
of noise, several data points are averaged for the indexing, the points being
located symmetrically about time zero. The number of points on each side
of time zero to be averaged is entered on card 2.
The span of data points averaged in the time zero indexing should all have
the same counter code. This counter code, together with the sign of the third
direction cosine of these data points, is entered with time zero on card 9.
Because the 7094 computer does not have backspacing capability, the time of
the first data point of the series to be averaged must also be entered on
card 9 of the 7094 version of SM2200.
In addition to the spin vector case axis components (direction cosines) and
inertial space components, the seven-digit data point identification, station
time, and counter code are printed on the output. The last column is " SM2200"
to identify the program from which the output came.
Program SM3700 - Inertial Space Manual Edit
Specific events may be deleted from the data of a drift run by the use of this
program. It accepts as input the output of Programs SM2200, SM7000, and
SM3700. The output of this program is the same as the input, except that the
events specified for deletion are absent. Deleted events are recorded on a
separate tape for listing. To identify the output, the last two digits in the
last column are changed to "37. " If the data is an edited version, of 5M2200,
for example, the right hand column reads "SM2237, " Single events or blocks
of events may be deleted with the use of this program. It may also delete an
event when the time interval between it and the last accepted event is less
than a quantity specified by the analyst,
i
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Program SM7000 - Data Simulation
This program simulates SDESG spin vector data for t(ie purposes of checking
out the data analysis system programming and evaluating the capabilities of
the math model and gyro performance programs under various drift test con-
ditions. A vector differential equation based onthe SDESG torque model is
solved by an iterative method in case axis coordinates. Spin rector components
at specific time intervals are determined from this iteration and, at the option
of the analyst, are transformed into pickoff axis coordinates or into inertial
space coordinates. By simulating data in pickoff axis coordinates, it is pos-
sible to generate an output which can be used as input to Program SM2200 so
that the calculations performed in that program may be checked out. Simu-
lations in inertial space coordinates may be used to check out Program SM3700
and the math model and performance programs.
Options available to the analyst. include
• Simulation of SM1100 or SM2200 output data
• Superposition of random_ noise to the data
e	 Initialization of the simulation with spin vector case
axis components, or inertial space components
• Simulation of misaligned pickoffs, if SM1100 output
is simulated
• Application of a rotor speed dependency on certain
torque coefficients
When random noise is superimposed, the noise level (la) and the number of
random numbers to be summed are input. The latter, provides a means of
altering the randomness from one run to another.
The standard header (set up by SM1100) is simulated in SM7000 also, but with
the gyro identification information excluded. Nevertheless, this header infor-
mation is not required for actual execution of the program. When SM1100
output is simulated, SM7000 calculates and prints out the input angles in the
header. This expedites the formation of the SM2200 card input.
The output of SM7000 is identified according to whether SM1100 output or
SM2200 output is simulated. For identifying SM1100 simulated output, the
identification "SM7011" appears; for SM2200 output, "SM7022" is used,
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tProgram SM4000 - Math Model and Regression.
This program is capable of obtaining least squares estimates for any of the
30 torque coefficients, the three alignment error coefficients, and the 'three
initial condition error coefficients that make up the SDMEG math model.
Constraints may be imposed on any combinations of coefficients after the
estimates are obtained!; the residual drift is calculated and recorded on mag-
netic tape which can be processed by the performance program.
The program is divided into four parts
	
I	 Calculate drift functions (or variables)
	
II	 Form least squares normal equations
	
III	 Solve equations for coefficients
	
IV	 Calculate residual data
Each part may be run individually, if the data needed by any part is available.
The program also contains a subroutine which calculates the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of a matrix. This subroutine can be used to evaluate the condi-
tion of the least squares normal equations, even though a solution to the equa-
tions may not be available.
In Part I, the value of the drift functions is calculated for each event in the
raw inertial space data and is recorded on a binary tape for use in Parts II
and IV of the program. Since the math model is a vector model, three scalar
functions are calculated for each of the 36 coefficients in the math model, one
function for each inertial space coordinate. Under normal conditions, only
one pass through this part of the program is necessary.
The least squares normal equations are formed in Part II by summing the
required products of the drift functions which are recorded on tape by Part I.
If certain standard constraints are to be used in estimating the coefficients,
or if any coefficients are to be deleted from the regression, these constraints
or deletions may be so specified at this time and utilized to decrease the order
of the least squares normal matrices and their corresponding data vectors.
(There is one matrix and one data vector for each coordinate axis in inertial
space. ) The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrices are then calculated
and recorded with t'- a matrices and vectors on a tape for listing. The program
is designed so that several passes may be made through Part II, in order that
a set of equations may be formed for each combination of constraints and dele-
tions that may be desired, A set of matrices and data vectors is recorded on
a binary tape for each pass through Part II.
For Part III, a set of equations recorded by Part II is selected solution.
Coefficients may be deleted and constraints may be imposed on the solution
by the method of Lagrange multipliers before the equations arc; solved. Four
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sets of estimates may be obtained from the three matrices; three sets areit
	 sets, each of which minimize the component of error along one of
the inertial space coordinate axes, and the fourth set is a "vector" set which
minimizes the vector magnitude of the error. A solution is not attempted if
the determinant of the matrix is less than some value specified by the analyst.
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix are also calculated if the deter-
minant or the matrix does not exceed a value specified by the analyst. Sets
of matrices may be co- lbined. (added together) to improve the condition of the
matrix and the quality of the solution. All of the matrices must be on one tape
to make the combination; also, only one solution which minimizes the vector
magnitude of the error is obtained for the combination.
The residual spin vector data are calculated and are recorded on tape in
Part IV, if a solution is available from Part III or if a solution is furnished
by card input. The solution which minimizes vector error is used for the
residual calculation, if this solution is available and if no other solution is
specified by the analyst. The format of the residual output is such that the
residual can be processed by the performance program.
Options for the analyst include
• Accounting for the dependency of second harmonic
coefficients on rotor speed
• Using rotor speed data or an interpolation table in
forming the torque model functions
• Definition of the data interval over which a solution
for coefficients is sought
Whether the matrices that minimize the scalar com-
ponents of error, the matrix that minimizes the vector
error, or both, are to be analyzed with eigenvalues and
eigenvectors and/or solved for coefficients
•	 The choice of .solution for calculating residuals
To expedite the formulation of card input for Part I, SM2200 prints out the
three alignment rotation angles in the header. These angles are merely
copied onto cards 3 to 5 in the order printed in the header. Compensation
for speed sensitivity of second-harmonic coefficients is recommended only
if the rundown rate is relatively high and if the data indicate a sensitivity of
coefficients to rotor speed. The rotor speed table is necessary if erroneous
values of rotor speed appear in the data. In principle, if erroneous data
points, ppear as a result of noise, the spin vector components are also in
error and the points should be deleted for this reason. Erroneous rotor
speed data would occur if the number of revolutions averaged differs from
the number input to SM1100 or if it changes during the test. In this event,
a rotor speed table should be used.
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The option of examining and/or solving matrices that minimize scalar error
is referred to as a "multivariate" option, while the error vector minimization
option is referred to as a univariate option. The multivariate option was
made available but has not been useful because these matrices have been found
to be ill-conditioned to a greater degree than the univariate option matrix
(which is the sum of Vie three multivariate option matrices). On the 7094
version, memory size limitations have dictated that the multivariate option
be removed. On the H-1800 version, the multivariate option is not available
when matrices are combined.
Constraints may be imposed on the solution (in Part III) by a powerful method
using Lagrange multipliers. Constraint equations may be written in the gen-
eralized form
n
Z bmj C j gmj=1
To add this constraint to the solution matrix, the subscript j is entered in the
"column" portion of Card 4 of Part III, while bmj is entered in the "coefficient"
portion. Only nonzero elements are entered. When all the bmj's of a con-
straint equation have been entered, the program is sipaled by entering a
zero in the "column" portion of the next card. In the 'coefficient" portion of
the same card, gm is entered.
Each constraint equation adds another row and column to tfie matrix, even
though the constraint reduces the degrees of freedom in the solution. Allow-
ance for constraints rapidly expands the array size and can impose serious
limitations on the program. For this reason, the standard constraints (which
evolve from the fact that the torque vector is orthogonal to the, spimvectorY
are added in Part II by making approximate linear combinations of functions
and by reducing the order of the matrix as well as the degrees of freedom.
The standard constraints are particularly amenable to this method because
the b 's are independent of the torque model and of the C•'s, because the
bmj I JnJare either +l or -1, and because gm is always zerdl.
When residuals are to be calculated, a four-digit identification is input for
identifying the output. 'the last data word of the output is "SM4XXXX, " the
last four columns being the digits which are input.
Program SM6100 Performance
Program SM1100 consists of three subprograms which may be run individually
or sequentially. The basic functions of the subprograms are to
• Remove drift which appears to be produced by axial mass
unbalance torque from the raw inertial space data
a• Perform a nonlinear regression and calculates averages
and confidence bounds
• Compare the raw or residual drift with the gyro performance
spe0fications
The mass unbalance compensation is based on an approximate closed form
solution to the equations of motion for an axially unbalanced, earth-fixed gyro.
Included in the solution is a compensation (to a first approximation) for any
change in mass unbalance drift caused by loss of rotor speed. The residual
drift is calculated and recorded on a tape for processing by the other sub-
programs. This subprogram does not estimate the mass unbalance to be re-
moved; the mass unbalance and speed-loss coefficient are furnished to the
program by cards. However, the compensation subprogram receives an
estimate of mass unbalance from the nonlinear regression subprogram if the
regression is performed first on the raw drift data. This estimate i:'3 based
on that part of drift observed in the data which mass unbalance produces; it
cannot distinguish between actual mass unbalance and another source of drift
which looks like mass unbalance. Consequently, there is not necessarily a
direct correlation of the mass unbalance estimate from this program with that
of SM4000.
The nonlinear regression subprogram figs each axis of the input data to the
following characterization equation:
5-
C 1 + C 2 (t s 
- to) + C 3 (t3
 - to)Z +Z r(2n + 2) sin n Wc(ts - to)
n=1
+C (2n + 3) cos n wc(ts - to)1
where to and wcare specified by the analyst. Any coefficient on any axis may
be. deleted from the regression. To reduce the effect of readout noise on the
graphs, .hourly averages of the data are calculated. Hourly averages of the
model (from the characterization equation), the residual, and confidence bounds
on the model are also calculated and recorded for listing.
In the performance comparison subprogram, the difference between the mag-
nitude of the actual spin vector drift and the drift permitted by the original
performance requirements is calculated and recorded. This comparison can
be indexed to several different "starting times" throughout a drift run. The
sign of the difference determines whether the drift requirements are satisfied,
while the magnitude of the difference determines the margin of satisfaction or
nonsatisfaction.
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Options available to the analyst include
• The subprograms to operate and the sequence of operation
• Whether or not to compensate for change of mass unbalance
drift due to loss of speed
• The choice of mass unbalance torque, the spin vector closure
period (wc), or the entim ate from the nonlinear analysis sub-
program for calculating mass unbalance compensation para-
meters.
• Whether mass unbalance prediction or case axis components
are printed on the output of the mass unbalance compensation
subprogram
• Selection of drift performance parameters and index times in
the performance comparison subprogram
• Whether uncompensated (SM2200, SM3700, or SM7000 output)
data or residual (SM4000 or mass unbalance subprogram) data
are input to the nonlinear regression and performance com-
parison subprogram
If an estimate of the mass unbalance is desired from the nonlinear analysis
subprogram and the data drift compensated for this estimate, the nonlinear
analysis subprogram is executed first on the uncompensated data. Otherwise,
the linear analysis subprogram uses residual data as input if they are available.
In "-.e performance comparison subprogram, the vector magnitude of the drift
..om the specified index time is compared with the performance specification.
The characterization equations of the performance specification are tailored
to the original requirements of the FGG379A1 SDMEG; the parameters are
input by cards to provide flexibility to the analyst.
Program SMPLOT - Plotting of Data
This program accepts as input the output tapes from Programs SM2200,
SM3700, SM4000, and SM6100, and the SM2200 simulated output of SM7000.
Program SMPLOT then generates a tape (called the plot tape). containing the
necessary information for creating plots of the input data. The portions of
data to be plotted are defined by the last four digits of the first and last event
number. Provision is made to select the correct set of data on a stacked tape(which can be created by SM4000) by the last four characters of the output
identification, the last column appearing onthe input data records,
Rr
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To minimize the tape handling, the data to be plotted are stored as a large
array in core. If averages of data points are to be plotted, means of N data
points (where N is defined by card input) are stored in core memory. Maxima
and minima of all, array columns are determined for proper scaling of the
plots on the paper.
The programis sufficiently versatile to generate any foreseeable plots. E-.--
amples of what may be plotted are
• Raw data X
es, Yes, or Zes versus time
• Residual data X r, Yr, Zr
 versus time
• RSS of raw or residual data versus time
•	 Raw or residual locus; plots; i, e., Xes versus Yes
• Direction cosines a, R, y versus time
• Rotor speed versus time
Parameters in inertial space coordinates are converted to suitable angular
dimensions. At the option of the analyst, plots of different components can
be stacked against a common time axis (such as a, a, y versus time). Scales
are determined from the data; however, maximum sensitivity limits are
included to avoid an excessive blow-up of small raw or residual drift.
As many as four data tapes can be mounted and used as input, (Five work
tapes can be mounted on the H-1800, but one is reserved for the plot tape. )
After the plot tape is prepared, it is mounted on the H2O0 computer which
drives the Calcomp plotter according to the information recorded on the plot
tape,
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kSECTION VII
SDMEG MATH MODEL AND DRIFT PERFORMANCE
INTRODUCTION
A major task of this contract was to evaluate the drift performance of the gyro
and to study its drift characteristics. A drift study conducted during the feasi-
bility study program indicated that mass unbalance would be the dominant
source of drift for the SDMEG. Early drift tests in this program supported
this conclusion; however, these tests also shvixed ! )at electric torque was a
major source of drift which would dominate the drift performance of a gyro
with a low mass unbalance, or of a gyro whose suspension operated in the
high-g mode to maintain support against high-incident acceleration.
These test results shifted greater emphasis onto the study of the drift torque
model and its characteristics. Added to the mass unbalance and second
harmonic (ellipsoidal rotor) electric torque model were third and fourth
harmonics of rotor shape contribution to electric torque. Recent studied
have indicated this to be inadequate; however, this torque model was found to
be sufficient to satisfactorily account for the drift observed in individual
drift tests conducted on all recently built SDMEG and s rnilar units at Honey-
well facilities in Minneapolis.
The prolificity of torque coefficients created by the torque model -expansion
posed a serious calibration ,problem. Although care was taken to avoid
including linearly dependent sets of terms in the torque model, the least
squares normal matrix of equations was not adequately conditioned to pro-
vide a complete and reliable set of coefficients from the data of any given
drift test. For this reason, a study was conducted with simulated drift test
data on how the condition of the matrix may best be improved. Since this
study had an important bearing on how test data for the torque model evalua-
t ion were collected and reduced, this simulation study is discussed in this
section.
Once the data collection and reduction procedure was defined from the simu-
lation study, a series of drift tests was conducted to follow up and check the
conclusions of this study with actual test data. The set of coefficients
obtained from this follow-up were sufficiently reliable to predict at least 75
percent of the drift observed in those tests of this series not involved in the
calibration.
3. Research in Electrically Supported Vacuum Gyroscope,
Volume H; NASA CR 86123, November 1968.
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The tests involved in this follow-up were part of a series of 17 tests conducted
for a study of the drift and electric torque characteristics of the '171GG379Al
S/N 1 SDMEG. A qualitative discussion of the results of this investigation
are included in this section. JPL document iGTD 900-165 requires that drift
test results and torque coefficients obtained from data be classified. This
information is contained in the attachment to this report.
THE SDMEG MATH MODEL
In the feasibility study program, drift from rotor mass unbalance torque and
the electric torque developed on an ellipsoidal rotor was estimated. Two types
of electric torque were considered, a primary torque and a secondary torque
resulting from rotor miscentering which develops from suspension adjustment
uncertainties and rotor sag (acceleration-sensitive displacement). The equa-
tion for all of these effects is included in the SDMEG math model. During this
program several other electric torque factors were added:
o Electric torque developed on a third harmonic (pear shaped) rotor
0 Electric torque developed on a fourth harmonic rotor
Electrode assembly error effects
Electrode assembly errors do not specifically add terms to the torque model
as set up for the math model and regression program (SM4000); instead, it
imposed alterations on the size of the coefficients and their sensitivities to
the gyro acceleration parameters.
The torque model reads as follows:
A	 A	 A
L=L1ic+L2jc+L3kc
Li = C 100 + C11Y + C 1.20Y2 + C1302Y+ C140Y3 + C1503Y +
C 16/3Y + C 17(Y2-R2) + C18ap + C19ay
L2
 = C 20Y+ C 21a + C 22a 2ft/ + C 23aY 2 , C24a3Y + C25aY3 +
C:26aY + C 27a9 + C28(' 
2
_'Y 2 )+ C29/3Y
L3 = C 30a + C310 + C 32ap2 + C 33a20 + CWo3 + C 35a3/i +
C 3 6ap + C37 cry+ C38Ry + C39(02-cr2)
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twhere
C 10 -(g-0. 662Ma3)az
C 11 = - (g - 0. 662 M a3) aY
C 12 = Ma 3 ( 0. 906 az a Z- 3. 75	 h c + A6)
C 13 = Ma. Y(0. 906 a a Y- 3. 75 -0 c + A7)
C 14 = Mao a4 B1
C15 = Mao a4 B2
2	 2
a -a
C 16 = Mrs ( 0. 69 y a z + A 4) + Ma  ao
 B4
0
Y  +Za
c 	 Mrs (0. 529 c "Y- c y + A1)
X  +Za
C18 = -Mrs (0. 529 c ' IT c x + A2)
X  +Ya
C19 = Mrs (0. 529 yh c—x + A3)
C20 = ^ - 0. 662 Ma 3 ) ax
C 21 = -C10
a X
C22 = Ma 3 ( 0. 906 ax - 3. 75 h C ,+ A8)
C23 = -C12
C24 = Mao a4 B3
C25 = -C14
2	 2
a	 a
C26 = Mrs (0. 69 z a x + A 5) + Max ao B5
0
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C27
C28
C29
C30
C31
C32
C33
C34
C35
C36
C37
_	
C38
C39
C17
-C18
-C19
-Cil
-C20
_C13
-C22
-C15
-C24
- (C 16 + C26)
- C17
-C18
C19
The symbols used in defining the torque model are
A 1 , A 2 , ......A8 Unspecified products of electrode error integrals
and acceleration parameters.
ao	Gyro acceleration capability.
a 3 , a4	Third-and fourth-harmonic perturbations in rotor
shape.
A	 A	 A
aX, ay, a 	 Components of acceleration along iC, Jc k 
respectively.
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B 1 , B 2 ...... B5	Unspecified electrode error integrals
C10' C 11 • - - 0 0 0 C39	 Torque coefficients
g	 Magnitude of gravitational acceleration
h	 Nominal rotor-electrode gap
A	 w	 w
ic , jc , kc	 Case axis coordinate unit vectors
Lip LZ , L3	 Torque components in case axis coordinates
L	 Torque vector
M	 Rotor mass
r	 Rotor radius
A
S	 Spin axis unit vector
µ = M e g	 Rotor axial unbalance, where 4 is the axial
component of the displacement of & , center
of mass
Xc , Yc, Zc	 Components of rotor displacement in case
axis coordinates
a, Q, y	 Spin vector components along iC , ic , kc'
respectively
e	 rotor ellipticity (second harmonic)
In this definition of the torque model,
w
^.• S= 0
e7
i. e. , the sources of torque making up the model do .,ot cause the rotor to
change speed. This is the direct result of the assumption that the outer rotor
shape is a body of revolution about the spin axis. This equation leads to the
introduction of standard constraints to the mathematical model (Part II of
SM4000). At the option of the analyst, these constraints are introduced at
the time that the least squares normal matrix is formed in such a manner so
as to reduce the order of the matrix. Table XIV defines the sets of constraints
and indicates how the constraints are introduced.
Table XIV. Math Model Constraints
Set Sources of Torque
Constraint
Equations
slow Q
	 is Reduced
Replace With Delete
Mass Unbalance CIO + C21 = 0 QkIO Qk10 - Qk21 Qk21
I 3rd Har:,i. Primary C11 + C30 = 0 Qkll Qkll - Q30 Qk30
3rd Harm. Translation C20 + C 31 = 0 Qk20 Qk20 - Qk31 %31
3rd Harmonic C12 + C23 = 0 Qk12 Qk12 - Qk23 Qk23
11 Primary Torque C13 + C32 = 0 Qk13 Qk13 - Qk32 Qk32
Rotor Translation C22 + C33 - 0 Qk22 Qk22 - Qk33 Qk33
4th Harmonic C14 + C25 - 0 Qk14 Qk14 - Qk25 Qk25
III Primary Torque C15 + C34 - 0 Qk15 Qk15 - Qk34 Qk34
C24 + C35 - 0 Qk24 Qk24 - Qk35 Qk35
IV Elliptic Rotor: C16 + C 26 + C 36 = 0 Qk16 Qk16 - Qk36
Primary Torque
Qk26 Qk26 - Qk36 Qk36Electrode Errors
V Elliptic Rotor: C17 + C37 = C17 - C27 = 0 Qi7 Q17 + Q27 - Q37 Q1.7' Q37Rotor
VI Translation C28 + C 18	 Y28 _ C38
	
0 Qk18 Qk18 - Qk28 	 Qk38 Qk28' Qk38Electrode
VII Errors C39 + C29 = '`39 - C 19 - 0 Qk19 Qk19 - Qk29 + Qk39 Qk29' Qk39
Qk is the M by 39 matrix of data functions, where M is the number of
data points in the regression interval. The least squares normal matrix
is A  = Qkt Qk.
The first digit of the subscript denotes the axis of the coefficient (1 for x, 2
for y, 3 for z). The second digit denotes the type of coefficient as follows:
	
0, 1	 denotes mass unbalance
	
2, 3
	
denotes third-harmonic rotor shape coefficients
I
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e4:, 5	 denotes fourth-harmonic .rotor shape coefficients
6	 denotes primary coefficients, ellipsoidal rotor
7, 8, 9
	
denotes translation coefficients, ellipsoidal rotor
It should be noted that the type of coefficient can be ascertained from the sums
of the powers of a, 0, y. (Mass unbalance is equivalent to the "fundamental"
rotor shape distortion. ) To facilitate communication of the torque model with
the regression matrices in SM4000, the subscript, read as a two-digit num-
ber, denotes the column and row to which the coefficient is assigned in-the
regression matrix; i. e. , C15 and izs associated function are assigned to the
fifteenth row and column. The first nine columns and rows do not have torque
coefficients assigned to them; instead, they contain the rest of the math model
as follows:
C 1 is the initial condition error in the X eS axis
C 2
 is the initial condition error in the Y eS axis
C 3
 is the initial condition error in the Z eS axis
C 4 is the gyro alignment error D p
C 5 is the gyro alignment error pa
C 6 is the gyro alignment error QX
C 7 , C 8 , and C 9 are not assigned
The model and constraint arrangement is such that, when all constraints are
used, columns 27 through 39 are deleted from the matrices (Q k), thus reducing
the least squares normal matrix to a 26 x 26 array. In ordinary practice, the
coefficients will be constrained or deleted in the formation of (Qk), but
occasionally there may be an exception. The rows vacated by the use of
standard constraints are available for any LaGrange Multiplier constraints
that may have to be added later. These constraints are now added in columns
and rows 27 through 39 when they are available; in this way the memory
requirements of the program to handle the arrays do not become excessively
large.
WIATH MODEL CALIBRATION STUDY
Background
The inability to accomplish a complete calibration of the SDMEG torque
coefficients from the data of early drift tests demonstrated the need for a
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study on,
 how a complete calibration of the math model may be obtained from
drift test data. Such a study was conducted in this program. The primary
goal was a set of parameters for two drift tests (or more if necessary) which
can be conducted in the Minneapolis test laboratory and provide a complete
calibration of math model. Secondary goals of the study were to determine
the effect of random raise and of math model-torque model noncorrelation on
the results of the calibration.
Drift simulations were used for several reasons:
•	 There is better control over the contents of the test data and the
test conditions.
A priori knowledge of the torque coefficients enables a better
assessment of the ability of the regression program to calculate
torque coefficients.
•	 The expenditure of time and funds to produce data for the study
is minimized with simulations.
• A computer program which simulates data already existed.
The program (SM7000) solves the SDMEG equations of motion
and outputs it in a form for input to the other SDESG data
reduction programs.
The torque model assumed for generating the simulated data was the same
model to which the data was fitted in the regression. Consequently, the
nominal results of the study could then be effectively utilized only if the actual
gyro torque model correlates with the assumed model. To evaluate the
effect of noncorrelation, it was necessary to include in the, data some effect
not accounted for in the regression. This was accomplished by deleting from
the regression nonzero simulation coefficients. The results of the remaining
coefficients were then compared with the nominal results.
Role of Test Parameters
When more than one test is used to calibrate the math model for one set of
coefficients, care must be exercised to assure that the coefficients do not
change during these tests. In the form that the math model takes in the
regression program (SM4000), the coefficients are sensitive to changes in
• Rotor speed
• Gyro temperature
•	 Acceleration capability
•	 Direction of laboratory gravity vector
CHowever, variations can be produced in the data without changing the torque
coefficients by changes in
•	 Spin vector locus in inertial space
• Azimuthal orientation of the gyro case housing
By producing variations in the data of two or more tests without changing the
coefficients, it was theorized that a sufficiently conditioned least squares
normal matrix might be obtained by forming the sum of least squares normal
matrices obtained from the data of each test. Such a procedure can be imple-
mented so as not to be contradictory to the theory of the least squares fitting
technique. If the combined matrix does become sufficiently conditioned, a
complete set of coefficients can be obtained with reasonable confidence bounds
for each.
Even within these constraints on the simulations, there remained considerable
latitude in the choice of test parameters. They were selected from other
considerations:
• The nature of the math model is such that for each test it was
desirable that the spin axis become relatively coincident with
each case axis within each closure period.
•	 Since the math model is acceleration sensitive, it was desirable
that one case axis be parallel to or anti.-parallel to the gravity
axis for subsequent gyro model studies.
• The simulations should be sufficiently realistic that their
simulated conditions can be duplicated at the Honeywell test
facility in Minneapolis.
Procedure
The following set of test parameters was selected as the best compromise to
all of the desired constraints:
e One force axis oriented parallel to the vertical axis for both
tests
• The other force axes oriented symmetrically about the north-
south vertical plane for each test
• Spin vector locus bounded by two concentric cones whose axes
of revolution are parallel to the EPA, one cone passing through
the vertical force axis and the other passing through both hori-
zontal force axes
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t•	 A rotation about the vertical axis by 180 degrees between tests
• No change of locus between tests
The decision to simulate an azimuthal rotation rather than a change of locus .
was based on laboratory operations considerations; the spin vector torquing
to a new locus disturbs operating conditions more than a case rotation.
The spin vector locus bounding cone which passes through the vertical axis
has a vertex angle equal to the colatitude of the test station. The vertex
angle of the other can be calculated from the geometry of the right spherical.
triangle shown in Figure 68.
VERTICAL AXIS
EPA
VERTEX ANGLE,,
cl
NORTH
45°
FORCE AXIS	
_ HORIZONTAL PLANEDIRECTION
COS n = COS (22 cl) COSH= SI
Figure 68. Vertex Angle Geometry
At the Minneapolis test station, the colatitude is nearly 45 degrees; the second
vertex angle is , therefore, approximately 60 degrees. The spherical annulus
which defines the desired position of the unit spin vector terminus is 15 degrees
wide. At the 45-degree locus, the spin vector goes through the vertical force
axis and misses the horizontal axes by 15 degrees; at the 60-degree locus,
the spin vector goes through both horizontal axes, but misses the vertical
axis by 15 degrees. The intermediate loci provide weighted compromises of
these extremes.
Four sets of drift simulation runs were prepared, each following the ', st
parameters outlined above. Except for numerical changes in the coefficients
and the superposition of random noise, Runs 3 and 4 are identical to Runs 1
and 2. Runs 5 and 6 were prepared with the same coefficients as Runs 1 and
2; the case azimuthal orientation for these were 90 degrees fromthat of Runs
1 and 2. The fourth set, Runs 7 and 8, differed from Runs i and 2 in that the
vertex angle of the locus was 45 degrees.
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kSimulation Study Results
Least squares normal matrices were formed from the data of Runs 1 and 2.
They were solved separately for all coefficients, then combined for another
solution of coefficients. The solutions are given in Table XV. The condition
of the combined matrix shows a dramatic improvement over that of the separate
matrices; this improvement is not only shown in the solution but also in the
matrix determinants which is also given in Table XV
The superposition of random noise in Runs 3 and 4 caused some differences
in the solution from their simulated values. Nevertheless, these differences
are deemed tolerable; they did not detract from the effectiveness of solving
the combined matrix for coefficients.
Several pairwise combinations of matrices from Runs 1, 2, 5, and 6 were
solved for coefficients. Whether the azimuthal orientation differed by 90 or
180 degrees seemed to matter very little; the solution of each combination
differed from the simulated values by negligible margins.
In evaluating the effects of noncorrelation between the math model and the gyro
drift model, the case in which the math model does not contain torque terms
which occur in the drift model is of greatest interest. In the case that the
math model contains more torque terms than occur in the drift model is of
greatest interest. In the case that the math model contains more torque terms
than occur in the drift model, a well conditioned matrix will yield zero, or
nearly zero, for the "missing" terms. Some coefficients in Runs 3 and 4
were deliberately set to zero to demonstrate this.
Certain coefficients were selected and deleted from the solution of various
combinations of matrices frojn Runs 1, 2, 5, and 6. The combinations
selected were such that L • S remained zero, the reason being that this con-
straint is likely to apply also to any coefficients missing from the model.
The solutions for the remaining coefficients did not agree as well with their
simulated values as when all coefficients were solved.
The existence of gyro drift factors not included in the math model can be
detected by
	 %
• Examining the residual for nonrandom or repeatable error
• Checking the degree to which the model fit the data in the
regression interval
The simulation study indicated another method of detecting noncorrelation.
This consisted of conducting three or more tests, each differing only in
azimuth:.! orientation, and comparing solutions from the several combina-
tions therefrom. If there is a noncorrelation problem, these solutions would
not agree. The results of such a comparison are shown in Table XVI.
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I,,VALUATION 0.11 CAL11313ATION TECHNIQUE
The simulation study was followed up with a series of six drift tests as soon
as a gyro became available for testing. Figure 69 diagrams the case azimuth
and spin vector locus for each of these tests. The first four tests, Runs 116 -
119, duplicated the parameters duplicated in Runs 1, 2, 5, and 6. The fifth
and sixth tests differed from Run 116 only in spin vector locus. Run 120 had
a 60-degree vertex angle but was south, instead of north, of the equatorial
plane. Run 121 was conducted strictly for prediction. purposes; the spin vector
was initialized about 1 degree from the EPA.
Various combirAtions of matrices from the data of the first five drift tests
were solved for coefficients and the solutions were compared. Generally
there was good agreement; the greatest variability noted was in the fourth
harmonic coefficients. These solutions were also tested by predicting the
drift in tests whose data were not used in the solution for those coefficients.
For all tests except for the EPA locus test, the prediction error was less than
15 percent of the total drift. For this test the prediction error was 35 percent
of the total drift or less.
The set of coefficients which provided the most precise predictions on all of
the tests came from the combination of data from Runs 116 and 120, where
the difference in test parameters was in spin vector locus. This combina-
tion predicted over 90 percent of the drift observed in Runs 117, 118, and 119,
and 80 percent of the drift of Run 121. In the case of Runs 117, 118, and 119,
the prediction error of these coefficients and the deviation of rotor speed in
these runs from that of Runs 116 and 120 were correlated. Whether there
was a relationship between these two deviations was not determined.
TORQUE MODEL EVALUATION PROGRAM
After the mathematical model calibration procedure had been verified with the
analytical results of these six tests, 11 more tests were conducted to evaluate
•	 Sensitivity of the coefficients to suspension preload
•	 Sensitivity of the coefficients to rotor speed
•	 The dependence of the torque model to the gravity vector
components
The calibration test parameters were patterned after that of Runs 116 and 120,
namely to change only the locus and to ma«_e no change in azimuthal orienta-
tion of the case. Runs 116 and 120 were employed as the control tests for the
rotor speed and suspension mode sensitivity tests; they were also used to
develop the gyro torque model using acceleration components as variable
parameters.
V, I
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Figure 69. Case Orientations and Spin Vector Loci for
Simulation Study and Gyro Follow-up Tests
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tThe parameters of the 13 tests used to study the gyro torque model are sum-
marized in Table XVII.
The sequence of the tests was determined by what was considered more
important to learn about the torque model. The gravity vector dependence
was considered most important; consequently, the first four tests were con-
ducted with gravity vector - case axis orientations which differed from that
for Runs 116 and 120. This was followed by the two tests with the suspension
in the high-g mode. The seventh test, Run 128, was conducted with the spin
vector locus coincident with the housing split and with the suspension in the
low-g mode. There was no second test conducted to combine with this test
for a complete solution of coefficients; this test was subsequently used as a
prediction test for the gravity vector model. Partial solutions were obtained
whose coefficients could be compared with the gravity vector model prediction.
The remaining four tests were not conducted immediately after the conclusion
of Run 128. A four-week shutdown pe_iod followed Run 128 so that
0	 The control console and data processing unit could receive
regular maintenance
•	 The data reduction on the tests thus far conducted could
proceed
The rotor speed sensitivity tests were then conducted. Another shutdown then
followed, during which the reduction of data on the tests conducted thus far
was completed.
During the reduction of the gravity vector test data, it became apparent that
at least two more tests were needed to enable separation of linear gravity
component terms from quadratic terms as well as from constant terms. An
anomaly also developed in the solution for coefficients with the Y case axis
directed upward. More test data were considered warranted to further investi-
gate this anomaly. To satisfy both needs, the final two tests were conducted
with the Y case axis directed :nominally downward.
Suspension Preload Sensitivity
In comparing the torque coefficients obtained fromthe high-g mode test data
with the coefficients of Runs 116 and 120, one must keep in mind that the mag-
nitude of some sources of torque not included in the math model are likely to
increase with suspension preload. Consequently, the effect of noncorrelation
between the math model and the gyro torque model may also be greater. A
modest degradation was noted in the fit of the model to the data; however, this
degradation was not as large as one might expect. One could infer, as an
example, that the fit would degrade with preload acceleration if the noncor-
relation effects are caused by electric torques not included in the math model.
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tInstead, the results show the degradation to scale more closely with the square
root of preload voltage, or the fourth root of preload acceleration.
The analytical results of the high-•g mode tests showed the fourth harmonic
coefficients to be directly proportional to the preload acceleration. It is worthy
to note that only the fourth harmonic coefficients show such a direct sensi-
tivity. The ellipsoidal rotor coefficients showed definite changes which
qualitatively support the characterization of these coefficients as given in the
theoretical torque model.
An increase was noted in the translation coefficients. In addition to the
influence of noncorrelation, such chr-inges can be attributed to the presence of
electrode assembly errors and to a change of rotor displacement produced by
the change of suspension operating mode. The only likely change of. displace-
ment is that attributed to rotor sag, an effect which was rendered negligible
by the suspension modification.
To the extent that it could be ascertained fromthese tests, the mass unbalance
and third harmonic coefficients showed no sensitivity to the suspension pre-
load. Earlier tests on another SDMEG assembly showed some third harmonic
sensitivity to preload. In view of the uncertainties of solving for coefficients
from the data of one test, considerable doubt must be placed on those test
results.
Rotor Speed Sensitivity
The analytical results of the rotor speed sensitivity tests showed significant
increases in the ellipsoidal rotor coefficients at the reduced operating speed
of 180 rps. All of the other tests in the program were conducted at a speed
of just under 200 rps; the Irdiron measurements of rotor shape indicated the
optimum speed of the rotor to be slightly above 200 rps. The increases
noted are, therefore, in agreement with the theory.
No significant changes were noted in the mass unbalance and third harmonic
coefficients. The results of earlier tests also show no obvious sensitivity of
these coefficients with speed. These observations are also in agreement with
theory. Modest changes were noted in the fourth harmonic coefficients. Such
changes are not in conflict with the idea that the centrifugal (symmetric) dis-
tortion of rotor shape would affect the other even harmonics as well as the
second.
Gravity Vector Test Results
According to the theory, the mass unbalance and third harmonic coefficients
are primarily linear functions of the gravity components, while the fourth 	 -
harmonic and the primary terms of the ellipsoidal rotor coefficients are
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anuadratic functions of the gravity components. By comparing the coefficients
from tests with a case axis upward with those from tests with the same case
axis downward, one evaluates to what extent the analytical results from data
support the theory. A comparison of the results with the Y axis upward (Runs
124 and 125) with those with the Y axis nominally downward (Runs 131 and 132)
tends to support the theory. Exact comparisons cannot be made because in
the latter tests the Y axis was not directly downward. Other uncertainties,
particularly the solution anomaly noted in Run 124 and 125 and noncorrelation
uncertainties, tend to cloud the results of these comparisons. Even so, no
behavior directly in conflict with the theory is in evidence.
A deterministic gravity vector model was developed from the results of the
four pairs of gravity vector tests. From this model, a set of prediction
coefficients was cal •^ ulated from the gravity components of Run 128. The drift
predicted by these coefficients was removed from the data of Run 128. The
ratio of residual. error to uncompensated error was approximately 25 percent
with this prediction.
Conclusions
Despite some uncertainty which existed in the estimation of torque coefficients
in this study, useful insights were gained about the nature of the SDMEG torque
model. Iii general, the sensitivities of the drift predicted by the theory to the
gravity vector, rotor speed, and suspension preload were substantiated by the
test results. With the model in the form given earlier in this section, a ma-jor portion of the FGG379A1 SIN 1 SDMEG drift can be predicted in 1-g accel-
eration environments or less.
Some uncertainty existed in the estimation for torque coefficients on the
FGG379A1 SIN 1 SDMEG. That there is uncertainty is evidenced by a nonran-
dom error remaining in the data of Run 121 when predicting with various
solutions for coefficients from Runs 116 through 120. This error represents
25 percent of the uncompensated drift of Run 121; nevertheless, as long as a
nonrandom component remains in a residual, there remains the potential for
improving the prediction to remove the nonrandom element.
Further evidence of uncertainty is shown by a similar nonrandom error in the
residual of Run 128. Here the residual represents a larger component of the
uncompensated drift; however, the gravity vector was an added variable as
contrasted with Runs 116 through 121 where its direction remained invariant
throughout. Other evidence of uncertainty can be noted when the test data are
examined closely. Steps can be detected at points where the readout mode
changes, and relatively high-frequency noise in spin vector inertial space
data can be observed.
If the direct effect of the sources of uncertainty can be measured in terms of
the variability of the torque coefficients, it can then be concluded that the third
harmonic coefficients were the most vulnerable to errors. To more accurately
154
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tcharacterize the drift of the gyro tested in this program, it is necessary that
greater stability and consistency be achieved in this important set of coefficients.
In view of what was learned from the calibration study with simulations and
from observations on the test data, three likely sources of uncertainty emerge.
They are
• The existence of a source (or sources) of gyro drift not included
in the math model
• Greater than average noise in the output of one of the pickoffs of
the gyro tested
• Inaccuracies in the pattern line mechanization coefficients
It is doubtful that the noise by itself produced significant errors in the coeffi-
cients, nor can anything be done to reduce the noise for subsequent analyses
conducted on the data. The noise had a greater influence in the pattern mechan-
ization coefficients; through this factor the noise played a more significant
role in the calibration error.
Further studies of the drift data with an expanded math model would be useful
and has the potential of improving the predictability of the gyro drift. Recom-
mendations for further studies are outlined in the next section. A more
accurate calibration for the pattern mechanization coefficients should be obtain-
ed before such studies are attempted. Greater accuracy would be enhanced in
the mechanization by taking steps to reduce the noise level of the y-axis pick-
off before taking line calibration data.
In addition to reducing the error of such prediction tests as Runs 121 and 128,
it is hoped that continued studies would provide answers to some questions
which arose from this gyro torque model study. An important question is
represented in the results from analysis of the data of Runs 124 and 125, with
the case y axis parallel to the gravity vector. The results for the mass un-
balance coefficients differed from the pattern set by all previous gravity
vector tests (Runs 116 through 123) in two important respects:
• The direction of the torque vector from this set of coefficients
is not perpendicular to the gravity axis. In the other tests,
the direction of torque could be constrained in the horizontal
plane without degrading the fit,
That component perpendicular -to the gravity axis had a scale
factor K, where
L = K(gxs)
which was significantly different from the results of the other tests.
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Runs 131 and 132 were conducted to further investigate this anomaly as well to
provide some information on the g2 sensitivity of the coefficients. Analysis of
the data from these tests provided results for the mass unbalance coefficients.
These data were more consistent with the results of Runs 116 through 123,
than with Runs 124 and 125. The scale iactor K differed significantly from
those of Runs 116 through 123, but not as much as that from Runs 124 and 125.
If one pog^ tulates that the mass unbalance coefficients are specified only by
rotor mass -unbalance and the odd harmonics of rotor shape (no rotor miscen-
tering or housing assembly errors), the torque represented by the six mass
unbalance coefficients should then be constrained normal to the gravity vector.
All of the test results, except those for Runs 124 and 125, support this postu-
late.
The anamalous result of Runs 124 and 1.25 could be caused by rotor miscen-
tering or assembly errors. If either is present, they should also indicate
their presence, according to the theory, in -the elliptic rotor coefficients.
In particular, assembly errors would cause the primary terms to increase
with suspension preload. No significant increase was noted in these terms in
the results of 'the high-g suspension mode tests.
Another question which arose in the gyro torque study is the behavior of the
fourth harmonic coefficients. A comparison of the high-g mode test results
with the others shows that they increased in proportion to the preload acceler-
ation (or the square of the bias voltage). The torque theory predicts that their
dependence on preload acceleration should. be  consistent with the second har-
monic primary terms. If a true fourth harmonic in rotor shape is being
modeled, they would decrease with increase in suspension preload, unless
gross housing assembly errors exist.
The answer to both questions may lie in an expansion of the math model to
include terms which produce significant drift in the FGG379A 1 SIN 1 SDMEG.
One must be selective in choosing the terms to add, lest a prolificity of terms
result in a linearly dependent subset of terms for which a unique solution is
unattainable. Clues to what sources of torque are significant are available
in the analytical results from data of this gyro as well as other strapdown ESG
units. The departure of the sensitivity of the fourth harmonic coefficients
from that predicted by the theory offers an important clue in that the sourc- of
torque is an electric torque sensitive to fields produced by a single electrode
or adjacent electrodes, or a sum of fields of an opposite pair. The torque
does not appear to be sensitive to the difference of fields of opposite pairs,
which characterize odd harmonic primary terms, or the difference of the sums
of fields of two opposite pairs, which characterize the even harmonic primary
terms.
Localized rotor surface anomalies can produce such a torque; an example of
such an anomaly is the rotor pattern. Earlier analytical work ha.s predicted
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tthe presence of electric torque if the patterned area represents a significant
anomaly of the surface and if the line of travel of the pattern edge (such as the
end of the pattern line) dwells in an inter-electrode gap. For the SDMEG, one
can show somewhat heuristically that when this occurs the spin vector orien-
tation is one where the drift. predicted by the fourth harmonic model is most
significant (i. e., sl i ghtly removed from a case axis). This suggests that it
would be useful to develop a mathematical model for pattern torque, or take
steps to further reduce its effect.
On the other hand, since fourth harmonic seemed to fit this torque relatively
well, it appears that other rotor shape harmonics could be added and the com-
bination be used to model the torque. Such a technique appears to have been
successful in related strapdown ESG data analysis efforts.4
4Strapdown Electrostatic Gyro Inertial Navigation System Feasibility Develop-
ment, Technical Report AFAL-TR-68-288, Vol. II, Honeywell Inc., November
1968 Classified Confidential
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SECTION VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISIIMENTS IN TIIE DEVELOPMENT AND
EVALUATION PROGRAM
Evaluation tests performed on the FGG379A1 SDMEG units were aimed at
determining the capability of the gyro to provide attitude reference informa-
tion for a Spacecraft system. These tests are basically grouped into sus-
pension environment tests, automatic starting tests, and gyro performance
tests. The results of these tests are briefly summarized here.
Environment tests determined the capability of the suspension to maintain
rotor support under thermal and acceleration environments. The suspension
performed well during the static acceleration and simulated vibration tests.
The thermal tests indicated that the SDMEG is limited in its operating
temperature range; modifications to the suspension subsequent to these tests
substantially increased the operating temeprature range.
Automatic starting tests demonstrated the feasibility of starting the gyro after
launch into space, even when small case rotations occur during the starting
process. There were two variables noted in these tests - rotor direction
(also denoted in earlier reports as an "upside-down rotor") and final rotor
speed. Both of these variables are considered resolvable items with further
development of the SDMEG.
SDMEG performance evaluation tests were originally intended to concentrate on
investigating the drift characteristics of the gyro. Some attention was diverted
to two important prerequisites to evaluating the SDMEG drift characteristics -
readout parameter calibration and test and data reduction procedures for
accurately calibrating the math model coefficients. The important goals in
each of these areas were accomplished.
Accuracy in the readout parameters was needed to yield reliable results in the
evaluation of drift characteristics. While sufficient accuracy was obtained to
provide meaningful results, the data indicates that there is potential for further
improvement.
The test and data reduction procedures were developed with the aid of computer-
simulated data and verified later with SDMEG test data before proceeding with
the SDMEG drift test program. A calibration of the math model coefficients
was developed from these tests and was found to be capable of predicting from
60 to 90 % of the drift of other tests not involved in the calibration. Generally,
the drift behavior of the gyro was found to be consistent with that predicted from
the ESG torque theory.
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SDMEG FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
In the test and data reduction procedures study conducted with computer simula-
tions, some attention was focused on the effect that significant gyro torque terms
missing from the math model would have on the calibration. Significant deviations
were noted in the estimates for some of the coefficients that remained. Some
evidence of such deviations was noted later in the drift evaluation program.
This suggests that the math model as it now stands is insufficient for complete
characterization of the SDMEG drift.
An examination of the results of the drift evaluation program suggests two areas
of study to improve the completeness of the math model:
• Inclusion of additional rotor shape harmonics. In-depth
analytical studies have already been completed in this areas;
all that remains is to consolidate the terms in a format that
is compatible with calibration from data.
• Pattern torque theory. Relatively little analysis has been
conducted on the effects the surface anomaly produced by
applying a pattern to the rotor has on gyro drift. There is
evidence that more analytical study of these effects is needed.
Once additional terms are included., the existing SDMEG data can be used for
calibrating the math model as well. as any data collected on a future drift
evaluation program..
The attitude reference accuracy requirement of a spacecraft employing the
SDMEG is likely to be such that further improvements will be needed in the
SDMEG readout system. This was the specific subject of a recent study6;
consequently, the results of this study can be applied directly to the SDMEG.
An intriguing result of this study was how a significant improvement in
accuracy can be achieved by modifying the readout strategy to use three
pickoffs when available and two only when necessary. (Present strategy is
to use the best two when a choice is available.) The patterned region of the
rotor is then modified to optimize this strategy. This improvement was
projected without any specific improvements elsewhere in the system.
Other suggestions for readout improvement from this study appear to be
worthy of further work. An important area for development is in improving
the accuracy and contrast of the pattern line edge on the rotor. Some sug-
gestions for improving edge accuracy are:
5Research in Electrically Supported Vacuum Gyroscope, Volume II
NASA CR 86123, November 1968
6 Research in Electrically Supported Vacuum Gyroscope, Volume IV:
NASA CR 86125, November 1968
t
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a• Use of laser beam methods in applying the pattern to the rotor.
• Coating or alloying the rotor with another material to improve
surface reflectivity contrast between patterned and unpatterned
regions.
Improvements in the finished pattern line edge will effect a significant improve-
ment in system accuracy.
In the time that has passed since the design of the readout system, a number of
new products and concepts have been developed, particularly in the field of
electronics. All aspects of the readout optics and electronics can be examined
in the contest of new developments for possible reductions in size, weight, and
power consumption. As an example, the 100 MHz counters which are a part of
the readout processing electronics must be replaced with spaceworthy versions
or discarded in favor of a more suitable type of phase angle measurement
apparatus. Other improvements which may be made in the readout system can
include:
• Improving the speed and effectiveness of the height
insensitive trigger
• Improving the effectiveness of the pickoff shielding
• Examining all circuits and structural design of the components
to reduce their susceptibility to spacecraft acceleration and
thermal environments
Throughout the test programs there were many opportunities to compare the
operating characteristics of the SDMEG with those of other ESG designs. The
system of spin and damping coils of the SDMEG was designed to expend minimum
energy to accomplish their tasks. It was noted in the automatic starting tests
that several hours were required to damp out rotor nutation. In more recent
gyro designs the plane of the coils intersects the rotor surface; these designs
show greater efficiency in the spin and damp operations. Such a modification
would be worthwhile on the SDMEG which would reduce the energy expended
to start the gyro as well as the starting time. 	 ^I
The results of the automatic starting tests provided confidence that the SDMEG
could be started by an automatic sequencer. The success of these tests was
limited in that the rotor was not spunup in the same direction everytime and that
the final rotor speed was not the same in every test. Neither of these factors
is an insurmountable obstacle for starting the SDMEG under automatic control.
One can add a device which monitors rotor speed and cuts off a final spinup
cycle when the desired speed is reached.
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The SDMEG feasibility study program conducted prior to the development and
evaluation program. included consideration of the problem of incorrect direction
of rotor spin.
A solution to this problem was suggested as a result of that study; i. e. , the use
of a bidirectional rotor. Another solution is the use of instantaneous rotating
fields in the plane normal to the damping coil axis to erect the correct end of
a unidirectional rotor into that hemispherE which assures spinup in the desired
direction. This concept was successfully implemented in a gimbaled version of
the ESG and can in principle be implemented in the SDMEG. Each of these
solutions has a significant impact on the rotor pattern design. The bidirectional
rotor requires that both edges of a pattern line be accurately applied while the
erection method requires that a large area of the rotor surface have a diffuse
finish. Any success in the development of new pattern torque study suggested
earlier would have an important influence on the choice of solutions. Further
study and experimentation may also suggest other solutions to this problem.
Many of the SDMEG design concepts are based on surviving launch environment
with the rotor not supported. This choice permits launch with minimum damage
to the rotor and housing parts. Other critical gyro components must be capable
of surviving launch regardless of whether the rotor is electrically supported
during launch. Two specific gyro components are the vacuum pump and the pickoffs.
It is recommended that acceleration hardened versions of these components
be developed and followed up by acceleration, vibration, and shock tests in a
follow-up SDMEG program.
In this evaluation program, thermal tolerance testing was concentrated on the
capability of the suspension to operate and to maintain rotor levitation over a
range of temperatures and through thermal transients. However, more
information is needed on the sensitivity of the pickoff output signals, the pickoff
alignment, and the gyro torque coefficients to temperature. Theremal tolerance
tests on these parameters are recommended in future work on the SDMEG.
The study of the impact of new products and concepts should not be limited to
the readout system. Significant advances in ESG suspension technology have
been achieved since the SDMEG suspension was designed, built, and modified.
There is potential now for updating and simplifying the SDMEG suspension
circuits, thus cutting down on the number of parts which make up the suspension
and as a consequence increasing its reliability. Another benefit of such an
effort is the reduction of suspension power, an important consideration for a
spacecraft system.
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eSDMEG FOR FLIGHT TESTS
While this activity in readout accuracy and SDMEG torque model improvement
proceeds, preparations can begin for actual flight testing of the SDMEG.
Limitations on evaluating the applicability of the SDMEG for space missions
on earth are imposed by the earth's gravitational environment. It is believed
that this limitation has been nearly reached in this program.
The drift test results have indicated that during flight testing the suspension
preload should be reduced to that needed to support the rotor in the space
environment. Recent studies have been conducted on the concept of a suspension
whose preload varies with the demands of the environment; such a suspension
has been developed and tested under Honeywell sponsorship. For the SDMEG
flight tests, a suspension of this type is recommended.
Other preparations for flight tests would include designing, building, and
testing flight test versions of SDMEG piece parts and components. This would be
followed by pre-flight tests on two SDMEG gyros.
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